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MYSTIC MADAME
MOUSSAKA'S
PREDICTIONS

What do the Tarot cards say? Ah yes, I see good
fortune for everyone. Come see me in my tent at
next meet-up, cross my palm with gold and
Madame Moussaka will reveal all!

(Plus exciting Time-Trip thru Hyperspace Offer!)
Today I consult my spirit Chinese guide, Wong
Fung Foo. He say very big rocky rolly show
coming up later this year. Bigger than Wembley
Stadium 1972. But you have to cross to Other
Side to see this great event. Elvis on his golden
rockin' harp, and all the rockin' greats on Other
Side will take part. My Uncle Andreas, he can
arrange to send you there, one way, no return. Or
you have someone you no like? Andreas the
hitman, he send them to Other Side. Very
reasonable rates, oh yes.

Sagittarians, be careful: Jupiter he is coming into
conjunction with Uranus, so watch your back over
the next few weeks. Mars comes into conjunction
with Pluto. This Disney doggie, he like Mars bars
very much. He came into my Uncle Filaktis'
newsagents and woofed 20 Mars Bars, very bad
doggie. In Cyprus we make doggie mousaka with
naughty doggies - no, I joke of course. No eat
doggie - we no Turkish, or American. Yankees eat
hot doggies.

Now I am getting message from Thor Ki from
Andromeda constellation. Thor Ki, he in UFO over
USA, and he say very sorry, Michael Jackson was
experiment which went wrong. Michael, he was
abducted by UFO, and after rendezvous with nice
blonde alien lady (mmm, very sexy!) Michael
turned white. Never been same since.
Thor Ki say dance naked
at Stonehenge on Summer
or Winter Solstice, and he
will beam you up to alien
mother-ship for trip around
Universe. He take you thru
hyperspace to parallel
universe, very interesting.
You pay me, Madame
Moussaka, and I arrange
for you. This is what you
will see (Thor Ki draw up
this advertisement, his
English better than mine.
But you should all learn
Greek my friends, Greek is
the international language!)

All Star signs say romance
in air. But first you must
join
my Great
Aunt
Athena's Mile High Club.
My cousin Costas, he line
you up with nice partner.
Very beautiful Greek girls
and handsome men, they
give you very good time.
Fly to beautiful Cyprus and
back. No cost much.
Now I look into my crystal
ball,
what
Madame
Moussaka see? Lots of
rocky rolly music, you will
like. Of course you know
all good things they come
from Greece or Cyprus.
Fatsos Dominos, he had
Greek grandfather. Yes, I kid you not. And Billy
Halos, Elvis Preslopolous, even Jerry Lee
Lewisapoulou, they all have Greek blood.

Kali Niktas, Good night
everyone. Drink plenty
Greek Coffee and Cyprus
Delights, and you stay healthy as me and Great
Aunt Athena (but don't try that Turkish rubbish!)
Madame Moussaka (Mystic)
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Madame Moussaka/Thor Ki' s
Exclusive Trip to Parallel Earth
via Time Warp. See and hear 50
years of popular music in two
weeks.

The Sun Never Sets On
Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett

What you will see: Elvis Presley, the black guy
who married his 14 year old girlfriend Priscilla
in 1958 and was banned from the airwaves. It
wrecked his career for 10 years, meanwhile the
Afro-American Jerry Lee Lewis stole his crown
as King. See Jerry Lee perform his endless
chain of million-sellers, and act in countless
movies thruout the 1970s. See Jean Vincent,
the girl whom Jack Bad dressed head to toe in
red leather. See and hear Jean and the Red
Caps sing songs like Baby Purple, Say Papa and
her biggest hit, Be-bop-a-hula (all about her
Hawaiian boyfriend).

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

But of course the group that started it all will
be one of the main attractions - Bill Haley and
His Meteors who started riots around the world
with his huge hit, 'Waltz Around The Clock'.
Pensioners thruout the world cast aside their
walking sticks and Zimmer frames and ripped
up cinema seats when the film of the same title
was showing, and waltzed in the aisles.

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

See the Teddy Bears, the first British youth cult
who dressed in Teddy Roosevelt teddy-bear
costumes and terrorized the country in the
1950s. Gangs of teddy bears joined pensioners
in ripping up cinema seats and holding picnics
in the auditoriums, see it all for yourself as you
travel back thru the time slip.
See that outrageous rocker, Liberace, play his
piano with his feet, make love to six woman
inside his piano, then set the piano on fire to
prevent Rock’n’Roll madman, Perry Como,
upstaging him!
Then come more up to date as you see Maggie
Thatcher, the first woman to become President
of the USA, marry Ronald Reagan, ex-actor and
Prime Minister of Britain.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

Finally, see the Jewish super-star, Little
Richard, waltzing out his greatest hits as only
he can. Flanked by his harem of beautiful
young ladies on stage, big butch Richard belts
out classics like Good Golly Miss Molly Minuet
and Long Tall Sally Salsa like nobody else can.

Phone: Swedish code + 46 034067 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

Organized by Moussaka-Thor Ki Interdimensional Tours. Pay
in advance by credit card (this is not a rip-off. If you don't get
your tickets within two weeks, ask our Financial Manager,
Lord Lucan, for your money back. Everyone knows his
address and mobile number.)
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working class immigrant Italian parents. Her father
wa a pattern maker and her mother a telephone
operator. Despite being in the height of the mid to
late 1930#s depression, she had been allowed tap
dancing lessons throughout her childhood which
somehow managed to continue even when her
father became unemployed. On leaving school
she thought about becoming a laboratory
assistant under pressure from her mother she
instead enrolled in the American Academy of
Dramatic Art.
Her graduation piece was seen by the actress
Frances Fuller who recommended the 18 year old
for television work, debuting a short while later
under the name of Ann Marno in “The Torrents Of
Spring”, before landing a two year run in “The
Goldbergs” which had recently transferred to
television after running for many years as a very
popular radio show.

BOB GELDOF SAYS
“HOLD THE F*CK*NG
THIRD PAGE!”
Cinema Queen Anne raises a glass and says
farewell to on of America’s greatest actors of all
time, the wonderful Anne Bancroft who sadly died
th
aged 73 on the 6 June 2005, losing a long battle
with cancer.

Twentieth Century Fox came knocking with a
$20,000 a year contract and a change of name to
Bancroft, making her film debut in “Don't Bother to
Knock” (1952). Over the next five years she made
fifteen movies of varying quality that included “The
Kid from Left Field” (1953), “Gorilla at Large” (19

Born
Anna
Maria
th
Louisa Italiano on 17
September 1931 in the
New York Bronx to
54), “Walk the Proud
Land” (1956), and the
1957 Jacques Tourneur
directed “Nightfall”. The
abysmal “The Girl in
Black Stockings” (1957)
no doubt encouraged
her alcohol problems
coupled
with
her
unhappy marriage to a
building contractor. Throughout the remainder of
the fifties she spent time under psychoanalysis.
The road back was long and hard involving work
with a vocal coach, regular attendance at The
Actors Studio, studying with Herbert Berghof
before making a triumphant return to the stage
with “Two For The Seesaw”. When the film
version of “The Miracle Worker” was announced,
the backers wanted either Elizabeth Taylor or
Audrey Hepburn. The director Arthur Penn stuck
to his guns, giving Bancroft the part his faith
justified. It gave the movie critical success and
won her an Oscar, playing the part of Annie
Sullivan teacher to the deaf and dumb Helen
Keller (Patty Duke).

stage and screen James Mason and Peter Finch
in Harold Pinter’s adaptation of the Penelope
Mortimer novel concerning the disintegration of a
marriage. Her harrowing portrayal as the
distressed wife won her the best actress award at
the Cannes Film Festival and the second of her
five Oscar nominations. In 1966 she took the lead
in John Ford's last movie, “7 Women” before
landing, the following year, the role which, in the
eyes of Joe Public, would be her calling card, the
seductive Mrs Robinson in the very sixties style
wise “The Graduate”, playing opposite Dustin
Hoffman in one of his earliest screen
appearances.
By now Anne was famously married to the Jewish
actor/comedian Mel Brooks who, whilst being
interviewed on a BBC Radio 4 programme a few
years back, recounted a story that, on telling his
mother that he was going to marry an
Italian/American Catholic, replied “Bring the girl
over, I’ll be in the kitchen with my head in the
oven”. Despite everything, the marriage was one
of the happiest and most stable in show business.
It was also creative and Brooks served as
executive producer on films in which Bancroft
excelled including “The Elephant Man” (1980)
opposite Anthony Hopkins and they were reunited
a few years later for “84 Charing Cross Road”
(1986). She also played in a number of her
husband’s frantic comedies including “Silent
Movie” (1976). She, among other stars,
glamorously played herself, co-starring opposite
Brooks in his remake of “To Be or Not to Be”

Anne
Bancroft’s
intelligence
and
fierce
independence ensured that she never conformed
to movie stardom. Working at her own pace and
inclination, she turned down “Funny Girl”, which
made Barbra Streisand a star. She played Mother
Courage on stage and waited two years for a new
film that was shot in the U.K. “The Pumpkin Eater”
(1964) playing opposite the British stalwarts of
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(1983) and in Brooks’ vampire spoof, “Dracula:
Dead and Loving It” (1995)

doubt be forever associated with films containing
wartime heroics or the stereotypical stiff upper lip
English gentleman often, it could be argued, both
at the same time. There was a great deal more to
his talent than this of course. Personal favourites
have to be the vulnerably pure, sexually repressed
working class father in ‘The Family Way’ (1967)
where he played opposite his daughter, Hayley
Mills, his poignant blimpish to the point of
unhinged portrayal of Field Marshal Haig, the
infamous First World War general in ‘Oh! What a
Lovely War’ (1969). As Michael the village idiot in
‘Ryan's Daughter’ (1970) upon receiving the news
that director David Lean wished to cast him in the
role he prepared by many months spent studying
brain damaged patients in various institutions.

1968 would see the birth of their son Maximilian
and the next few years would see her away from
the limelight in her new role as housewife and
mother. She returned to the screen in 1972 in
what is, in the distinguished opinion of the artistic
director of Cinema Queen Anne, Weith Koods,
one of the greatest American movies of all time,
“The Prisoner of Second Avenue”, a welcome
return to comedy where she was perfectly cast
opposite the frenetic Jack Lemmon in this Neil
Simon screenplay.
Around the same period of time she played Jenny
Churchill in “Young Winston”, prompting Richard
Attenborough to describe her as "the greatest
actress of her generation". Audrey Hepburn
declined to play the prima ballerina in “The
Turning Point” (1977), giving Bancroft a
substantial role as Shirley Maclaine’s bitchy rival.
She was impressive in “Garbo Talks” (1984) and
as the Mother Superior in “Agnes of God” (1985).
She was a very different mother in “Torch Song
Trilogy” (1988), giving a wonderfully over-the-top
performance in a high camp version of a theatrical
success. There was a touch of Mrs Robinson in
her flirtatious role in the comedy “Bert Rigby,
You're a Fool” (1989) and in her mellower Kate
Jerome in the television version of Neil Simon's
“Broadway Bound” (1991). The following year saw
her appearing in the oddball comedy “Honeymoon
in Vegas”. Come 1993 she starred in a remake of
Luc Besson's Nikita, “Point of No Return”.

John Lewis Ernest Watts Mills was born on 22nd
February 1908 at North Eltham, Suffolk spending
his formative years at Belton, near Great
Yarmouth, where his father was headmaster of
the village school. His sister Mabel, 18 years his
senior, encouraged his love of show business.
Mabel would later change her name and find
fame, after the Second World War, as Annette
Mills working with Muffin the Mule on children's
television. Treading the boards himself for the first
time whilst he was still a pupil at Norwich High
School for boys, he played Puck in ‘A Midsummer
Night's Dream’. Upon leaving school he made the
occasional appearance in local rep with the
Felixstowe Players before heading off to seek
fame and fortune in London. He found work as
part of a song and dance act touring the music
halls before joining a repertory company called the
Quaints, where he met his first wife, actress
Aileen Raymond.

The final years of the last century would see her
performing in a number of television dramas, the
most successful both commercially and artistically
would be “Deep in My Heart” for which she won
an Emmy as best supporting actress. During the
same decade she found time to voice over Dr
Zweig in “The Simpsons” yet another reminder of
her comedic talent. Anne continued to work on
stage, in the movies and on television virtually up
to the end of her life. In 1996 she was honoured
with a lifetime achievement award.

With the Quaints, Mills toured worldwide and,
come 1930 in Singapore, he met his second wife
Mary Hayley Bell, with
whom he would spend
the rest of his long life. In
the same year and
location fate would be
kind to him a second time
when a performance was
witnessed
by
Noël
Coward. Soon the young
man would be back in London with Coward’s
recommendation in his back pocket. For the next
ten years or so he was barely off the London
stage although yet to create an impression on the
screen despite appearing in a number of movies.
Mills’ big breakthrough on the screen came via
Noël Coward, who by now was a close friend, in
the wartime propaganda movie ‘In Which We
Serve’.

We here at the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board wish to express our gratitude to Weith
Koods, artistic director of Cinema Queen Anne,
for his invaluable help in compiling this piece.
Anne Bancroft is survived by her husband, Mel
Brooks, and their son.









British actor of stage, screen, television and radio
rd
Sir John Mills died on 23 April 2005 aged 97
ending a career that had spanned an amazing 80
plus years. Although in the public’s mind he will no

In the decades to come he barely put a foot wrong
in titles which basically speak for themselves such
as ‘We Dive at Dawn’ (1943), ‘Waterloo Road’
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(1945), ‘Great Expectations’ (1946) and ‘Scott of
the Antarctic’ (1948). His true versatility finally
began to show through in the early 1950s with
roles such as the guileless Lancashire bootmaker
in David Lean’s screen version of ‘Hobson's
Choice’ (1954) alongside the great Charles
Laughton and as the cockney private detective in
Graham Greene’s ‘The End of the Affair’ (1955).
Plenty of time was spent on wartime heroics
though, as in the wonderful ‘Ice Cold In Alex’
(1958) as the alcoholic Captain Anson given the
task of shepherding a benign Nazi across the
North African desert.

By the early sixties
John’s career had more
or less dried up. He
returned to college on a
basketball scholarship
for
three
years.
However, he couldn’t
stay away from the
music business for too
long. By the mid-sixties
he had recruited a new
Playboy Band and cut a
swamp rock version of John Lee Hooker’s ‘Boogie
Chillen’ and the song for which he will ever be
associated in the public’s mind, ‘Judy In Disguise
[With Glasses]’, a delightful piece of psychedelic
piss take done very much in a swamp pop style
that hit number one in the U.S. charts in January
1968 and was a top three hit in the U.K. A much
younger yours truly danced to the record many,
many times in clubs and house parties during that
wonderful year (well, for me it was wonderful
anyway). John Fred and the Playboy Band split a
second time in 1969 and, during the decade that
followed, he sang as a solo act and recorded on
live records before reforming the Playboy Band for
the third time during the early 1980s. The final
decades were spent performing in clubs with his
band, hosting a Roots of Rock'n'Roll radio
programme and coaching local baseball teams.

Sir John continued to work profusely throughout
the 1970s and 1980s, his last performance on a
London stage being in 1986 in the National
Theatre's production of ‘The Petition’, concerning
the stresses of a 50-year-old marriage which he
repeated four years later with a BBC Radio 4 play
alongside another legend of the British theatre,
Dame Peggy Ashcroft. In 1995 he made his final
screen appearance as a cocaine-snorting socialite
in Stephen Fry's film ‘Bright Young Things’.
Appointed CBE in 1960 and knighted in Prime
Minister Harold Wilson's resignation list in 1976
His autobiography ‘Up in the Clouds Gentlemen
Please’ was published in 1980.











‘Tales From The Woods’ wishes to raise a glass
to those who have passed on during our long
hiatus between September 2004 and May 2005.
Lack of space and time means that we cannot
possibly do them all justice. However, although
cruelly brief, we here at the editorial board would
never allow them to pass without mention.







Richard Lewis, the lead tenor of the vocal group
th
The Silhouettes, died on 19 April 2005 at the age
nd
of 71. Born on 2 September 1933, one of a
family of thirteen from the German Town area of
Philadelphia, throughout his young years he sang
with the Philadelphia Boys' Choir. Called up for
Uncle Sam in 1950 he was stationed in Germany
with the U.S. Army where he sang with a gospel
group called the Swords on Armed Forces radio.
Upon leaving the army, for a while he worked as a
road manager for a black vocal group, the
Turbans, before eventually joining the spiritual
group the Gospel Tornadoes, touring in the lead
tenor role. Soon they discovered that maybe the
devil’s music could provide the best pay packet
and switched to the burgeoning rhythm and blues
vocal groups’ style, changing their name to the
Thunderbirds.

Louisiana Swamp Pop legend John Fred
th
Gourrier died on 15 April 2005 aged 63. Born on
rd
23 May 1941 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the son
of baseball player connected to the Detroit Tigers
team, as a teenager he first developed his
passion for music upon hearing the sounds of
rhythm and blues coming out of nearby New
Orleans, in particular Fats Domino. Soon he
would be old enough to witness now legendary
figures such as Smiley Lewis and Little Richard
playing the venues in and around Baton Rouge.
Whilst still in his teens he formed the Playboys
where a song called ‘Shirley’ began to attract
massive attention at the gigs where the young
band played, which they recorded allegedly with
assistance from members of Fats Domino's band.
Released in 1959 it became a big local hit, before
breaking nationally to give John Fred and the
Playboys a chart position of 82 in the U.S. Hot
Hundred. The song has, of course, been covered
dozens of times since. Shakin’ Stevens took a
version into the British Top Twenty during the
1980s.

After cutting one record for a
local label they changed their
name yet again, this time to
The Silhouettes to avoid
confusion
with
another
Thunderbirds group. They cut
‘Get A Job’ as the A side with
‘I’m Lonely’ on the B side on
the small Junior label before
being picked up by the much
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larger Ember company based in New York. By
February 1958 it had topped both the R&B and
Pop charts. Follow ups by The Silhouettes,
including ‘Headin’ For The Poorhouse’ and ‘Bing
Bong’, failed to achieve anywhere near the same
success although a revival of a 1940’s ballad ‘I
Sold My Heart To The Junkman’ became a
regional hit towards the end of 1958. Despite
changes in the line up, The Silhouettes soldiered
on, adapting their style to the more lush soulful
sounds of the sixties. The group eventually broke
up in 1968. In 1980 the group reformed with its
original members playing the lucrative oldies
circuit. They were inducted into the Doo-Wop Hall
of Fame in 1989 and made their final appearance
in 1994.







versions of rock songs. 2001 saw the release of
‘Spirit Of The Century’ on the Real World label
that achieved a Grammy award for best traditional
gospel album. Further Grammy awards came for
‘Higher Ground’ in 2003, ‘Go Tell It On The
Mountain’ in 2004 and ‘There Will Be Light’ which
was released earlier this year. George contributed
on several tracks for the album which, at the time
of writing, is in its final stages allegedly to be
entitled ‘Atom Bomb’. He, alongside the rest of the
group, was inducted into the Gospel Music Hall of
Fame in 2003.









Blues harmonica player and singer, Wild Child
st
Butler, died on 1 March 2005 aged 68. His death
reduces yet further the company of blues
harmonica players who played alongside the
genre’s post-war masters like Little Walter, Sonny
Boy Williamson and Big Walter Horton. George
st
Wild Child Butler was born on 1 October 1936 in
Autaugaville, Alabama although much of his youth
was spent in the state capital of Montgomery
where he played alongside Big Mamma Thornton
who, by all accounts, was a close family friend.
Leaving Montgomery behind him, he spent
several years travelling the deep south as an
itinerant musician before setting up home in
Chicago where he married, building a reputation
for himself playing clubs and house parties etc,
The 1960s would see him moving back south,
playing in Texas and Louisiana and recording for
Jewel records in Shreveport, Louisiana.



th

George Scott died on 9 March 2005 aged 75.
He sang baritone as part of and founding
member, alongside Clarence Fountain for an
incredible 58 years, of the Five Blind Boys of
th
Alabama. On 18 March 1929 George was born
blind in Notasulga, Alabama. He attended the
Alabama Institute for the Negro Blind which, in
interviews, he would describe as “Being like a
prison but they did teach us how to read music in
Braille and how to sing”. There he met Clarence
Fountain and Jimmy Carter with whom he formed
the nucleus of a vocal group, initially known as
The Happy Land Jubilee Singers in 1939. After
graduation in 1944 the trio launched their careers
with two friends and within a few years the legend
that would become the Five Blind Boys of
Alabama was born. They truly represented,
alongside the Blind Boys of Mississippi and a
number of others, the golden immediate post war
year’s age of raw and powerful jubilee style of
gospel music. Much of their finest work was done
on the Specialty label under the direction of
legendary producer Bumps Blackwell. It is alleged
that in the mid fifties Blackwell suggested that they
turn their hands to Rock'n'Roll. George was willing
but the remainder of the group, especially their
leader Clarence Fountain, would have nothing to
do with the devil’s music. True or false, on
Specialty their reputation was built.

Despite the fact that
his blues harked
back to an era past,
he recorded fairly
often and found an
eager audience for
his rare appearances
in Europe. I was lucky enough to catch him in
action a couple of times, the more memorable
being London’s legendary 100 Club, the other
being at the Utrecht Blues Festival. Butler often
distinguished himself by not relying on the
standard blues repertoire, creating his own
stories. For example, ‘It’s A Pity’, which appeared
on his 1991 album ‘The Devil Made Me Do It’ was
a reaction to his country’s involvement in Iraq. His
final album ‘Sho Nuff’ was issued in 2001. His
later years were spent in Windsor, Ontario with his
wife Elaine.

Granted much wider
recognition in later
years,
they
toured
Europe regularly. over
the past couple of
decades yours truly,
like a number of you
good readers, caught
them in action at the sadly missed Utrecht Blues
Festival over there in Holland, the short loved
Bishopstock Festival in South Devon, Jazz Café in
Camden Town and the Union Chapel, Islington.
The 1992 album ‘Deep River’ included gospel









Joe Barry, another hero from the field of swamp
st
pop, died at home in Cut Off, Louisiana on 31
August 2004, aged 65. Born into abject poverty as
th
Joseph Barrios on 13 July 1939 in Cut Off, his
father, a fighter who killed alligators for food,
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worked on boats while his mother cut sugar cane.
Around the age of eight a young Joe first picked
up a guitar and taught himself to play. Not wishing
to spend his life in the swamps, in the late 1950s
he moved to New Orleans, soaking up the sounds
of the legendary city’s rich musical heritage, in
particular the Crescent City’s very own rhythm and
blues, heavily influenced by the likes of Fats
Domino and Smiley Lewis.

Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith. By the early 1940s
Jim gave up the road and bought a local juke joint
which, as the years progressed, would prove to be
hugely popular and a formative musical education
for the very young Son Seals. The small lad would
witness Sonny Boy Williamson, Robert Nighthawk,
Earl Hooker and Albert King (to name but a few)
who would all perform in his father’s
establishment. By the age of 13 he sat in with
many of the acts and by 18 he was fronting his
own band, Son Seals and the Upsetters, making
his first professional debut in 1960 alongside Earl
Hooker. Soon he was working with Albert King
appearing on his classic
Stax
album
‘Live
Wire/Blues Power’ (1968).

He formed the Dukes of
Rhythm in 1958 by which
time he had added piano
and drums to his own
personal CV. Two years
later in 1960 he had
considerable
regional
success as part of a group
called The Delphis with
‘Greatest Moment Of My Life’ on the Jin label.
Working with producer Floyd Soileau he recorded
at Cosimo Matassa’s studio in New Orleans. They
revived Gene Autrey’s country hit ‘I'm A Fool To
Care’ now using the stage name of Joe Barry.
Creating his own Fats Domino effect the chosen B
side ‘’I Got A Feeling’ paid tribute to yet another
legend, Ray Charles. With the help of another
producer, Huey P Meaux, it became a nationwide
hit in the U.S. in 1961 and even made the U.K top
fifty.

Following
his
father’s
death in 1971 he left
Arkansas for Chicago
where he soon found work
with Junior Wells, Buddy
Guy and Hound Dog
Taylor. Within a couple of
years he was signed to
Alligator Records and his
first album was released, ‘The Son Seals Band’, in
1973. The highly acclaimed ‘Midnight Son’ was
released in 1977 and he was soon embarking on
a number of successful European tours. Over the
years to come everything went right for him, with a
string of well received albums; ‘Chicago Fire’
(1989), ‘Bad Axe’ (1984), ‘Living in the Danger
Zone’ (1991), ‘Nothing But the Truth’ (1994) and
live, ‘Spontaneous Combustion’ (1996). The very
late nineties would see a switch of labels to Telarc
that produced a couple of albums. He also
performed at the White House for President Bill
Clinton who had long been a fan. In recent years
the onset of diabetes led to the amputation of his
left leg forcing him to perform seated though the
uncompromising music remained as potent as
ever.

Soon he was appearing on TV shows like
American Bandstand and doing the tour circuit.
When the follow up ‘Teardrops In My Heart’ failed
to connect he made records for the French
speaking market and even recorded as Roosevelt
Jones for a black audience. When money and
gigs were not forthcoming Barry worked in the
Louisiana oil rigs. Come the 1970s he turned to
religion, alternating between preaching and selling
used cars. Joe was back on record in 1980 with
the album ‘Sweet Rose Of Sharon’ and finally
‘Been Down That Muddy River’ came out to good
reviews in 2003. By all accounts a heavy gambler
and big time hell raiser, by the turn of the century
he was suffering with arthritis, asthma, diabetes
and heart disease and spent his final years
confined to his home.















Blues harmonica player and singer Raful Neal
st
died on 1 September 2004 aged 68 at his home
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana where he had spent his
th
entire life. Born on 6 July 1936 in Baton Rouge,
Raful was a talented although cruelly underrecorded musician who was perhaps best known
as the patriarch of a family of blues performers.
His eldest son Kenny Neal has recorded around
ten albums under his own name and has toured
Europe many times, fronting a band featuring
Darnell and Graylon. Raful’s daughter Jackie is a
singer and Raful Junior is both guitarist and
singer. Another son Ronnie who was also a
musician died in the early months of 2004.



Blues guitarist and singer Son Seals died in
th
Chicago, Illinois on 20 December 2004 aged 62.
th
Born Frank Seals in Osceola, Arkansas on 14
August 1942, the youngest of 13 children, he
gained as his nickname ”Little Son” in deference
to his father Jim, who was known locally as “Old
Man Son”. Jim Seals had formerly been a
professional musician touring with the Rabbit Foot
Minstrels, an outfit formed for its association with
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Marffa's Muffins

Raful first recorded for the
Peacock label in 1958. He
resisted all temptations to
leave the south and head
north to Chicago like so
many blues musicians from
the
southern
states,
preferring to stick around
Baton Rouge and raise his
family. Despite regular gigs,
recording
opportunities
were few. It was not until
1987 that the blues world at large took notice
when his recording of ‘Man, Watch Your Woman’
was released on the Fantastic label and was
nominated for a W C Handy award. For a few
years he was indeed on a roll with the release of
his first album ‘Louisiana Legend’ (1988) with
follow ups ‘I Been Mistreated’ (1991) and ‘Old
Friends’ (1998). I got the opportunity to witness
the man in action on a couple of occasions
performing at the Heritage Festival in New
Orleans with his own band and guesting with his
son Kenny.







Legendary Shack Shakers @ The Freebutt,
Brighton 13/04/05
So impressed with these lot was I, that after
seeing them the night before in the Garage at
Highbury, I decided to travel to Brighton to see
them again. Their live show, encompassing
‘Punktry’, Bluegrass with polka rhythms and power
harmonica playing, was seriously entertaining.
Crammed in to the tiny performing area of the
Freebutt were perhaps 50 people. Now that
doesn’t sound like much, but considering that this
area is no bigger than a very small postage
stamp, it is a lot. Approximately a third of the size
of the previous night’s audience, you may have
thought that we would get a third of the previous
night’s performance… wrong! Last night’s
performance was good, verging on bloody brilliant,
but tonight we have the added cramped conditions
and jostling; the sweat condensing and running
down the walls. No, tonight is awesome, inspiring.



The Colonel JD Wilkes (lead vocals and
harmonica) is really playing to the crowd again. He
is lurching his scrawny body around the stage like
a rabies victim in death throes, throwing water into
the crowd; this is shortly followed by a bottle,
straight on to my forehead. He is gurning his face
into all sorts of contorted positions; what appears
to be Irish dancing is followed by a forward roll
and a pose that would make Charles Atlas proud.
His harmonic playing is fast and furious.
Sometimes he has a tone similar to Paul Lamb,
but that’s the only similarity there. This band
sound like Jon Spencer Blues Explosion, The
Squirrel Nut Zippers and the Rev Horton Heat
all wrapped in to one.

th

Blues saxophonist A.C. Reed died on 25
February 2004 aged 77. Born Aaron Corthen in
th
Wardell, Missouri on 9 May 1926, Reed was one
of the very few horn players to lead a Chicago
blues band as well as being a highly regarded
accompanist to artists such as Albert Collins,
Stevie Ray Vaughan and Bonnie Raitt. During the
1970s he toured with the Rolling Stones.

Raised in rural Illinois he
moved to Chicago in
1942 where he studied at
the Chicago Conservatory
of Music and was soon
playing for local bands. In
the years to come he
worked in bands for Willie
Mabon and slide guitarist
Earl Hooker. During the
fifties he did countless amounts of session work
for Muddy Waters and other Chicago blues
greats. The sixties saw him working with both
Buddy Guy and Junior Wells with whom he stayed
for ten years before switching to Albert Collins,
appearing on the Texan blues guitarist’s five best
selling albums before releasing his debut solo
album in 1982 ‘Take These Blues And Shove
'Em’. He recorded his final solo album ‘I Got
Money’ in 2002.

The sound is better tonight, although it must be
said that singing through a radio mic, with added
distortion, is never going to give you audiophile
quality. But that’s just as well, because this music
needs to be raw and visceral. At times Wilkes
uses a standard mic and this improves the sound
a bit. The rest of the band, Dave Lee on guitar,
Mark Robertson on upright bass and drummer
Paul Simmoz? Lay down a heavy powerful wall of
sound which any voice would struggle to
overcome. The bass was always there, rather
than in the background being washed over by
guitar. The drums at one point sounded like they
could have moved tectonic plates.

Keith Woods






I’m sure I heard a cover of ‘Shake your hips’ by
Slim Harpo during the hour long set. Other tracks
included during the set were the polka influenced
‘Agony wagon’, ‘Piss & Vinegar’ and the boogie
influenced ‘Bible cyst’.
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Letters to the Editor

Check them out of the European and
Scandinavian tour. Alternatively you can go to
www.cockadoodledont.com to get more info and
to download 30 second clips of music.

Outraged of Wiltshire
I am suffering from profound shock. I thought we
had seen the last of this obnoxious publication,
when suddenly a bumper 9-month-in-one edition
plopped thru my letterbox landing on Lady
Featherstonehaugh-Evan's
(pronounced
Fanshaw-Evans) pussy and causing her terrible
distress. I had to have a day away from the
boardroom the next day to calm her down, and my
fellow directors were not at all sympathetic when I
said I spent the entire day stroking and playing
with my wife's pussy.

HAL – HAL
This band came to my attention via the radio over
the past few weeks with the Beach Boysesque
sounding ‘Play the Hits.’ This track has a very 70’s
Americana feel to it, it’s not just the Beach Boys
though, the Irish quartets album has the usual
Van Morrison influences running through its
music as well, but they also confirm Nilsson as
influential factor.

What did I see on the front page but that militant
Keith Woods, who last year brought the entire
British Rail network to a halt when he and his
rabble of Socialist Worker/Morning Star reading
agitators handcuffed themselves to railway lines
up and down the country. To add insult to injury I
read that he has walked off with a goldenhandshake for bringing chaos to the long-suffering
rail commuters. He then has the bloody cheek to
say it wasn't enough loot. By now I was feeling my
blood pressure rising, and I had to pop two pills to
calm myself down. Unfortunately I had mixed up
my blood pressure pills with the blue diamondshaped pills my GP prescribed for other ageing
problems. In order not to waste the effects of
these hard-to-come-by pills (my doctor will only
prescribe me 4 pills a year, saying too much
excitement is bad for my heart), I had to draw out
4 weeks' pension and rush up to Soho to visit a
lady friend of mine and Brian Jessup, Miss
Whiplash. Her vigorous treatment (and the aftereffects of two of these potent blue pills) meant my
blood-pressure was sky-high again, and I had to
pop more calming pills on the way home.

The album is a mixture of alt country numbers
mixed with a liberal dosing of new folk genre.
‘What a Lovely Dance’ sounds like a Beautiful
South number at the beginning, and then gets
very much more like The Thrills, ending in a jazz
piano outro reminiscent of Ben Folds Five. This
track in particular is very grandiose in parts.
A wide variety of instruments are credited on this
album: viola, violin, trumpet, mandolin, trombone,
tuba, cello and whistle, as well as the more
common guitar, drums etc.
To me the album feels very different from anything
else that’s about at the moment. The falsetto
harmonies fit like a glove to the deeper tone, and
it hasn’t as of yet becoming irritating. However ‘My
Eyes are sore’ is a little too twee for me, just a bit
on the sickly side. The horn outro is a nice though.

Picking up the magazine the next day (I couldn't
face any more shocks that evening) I read more
of Mr Woods’ piece, only to find him back to his
old ways; slagging off great politicians and world
leaders such as that intellectual giant George W.
Bush, the great humanitarian Paul Wolfowitz and
the ever humble, meek and mild Lady Thatcher,
whilst praising less able politicians such as
Wilson, Callaghan and Heath. Woods is a public
disgrace - he ought to be horse-whipped in public
in front of the Houses of Parliament!

This feels like a Sunday album to me, something
you put on when you’re not in a hurry to do
anything. Nevertheless it is a really good debut
album that deserves more recognition. For more
info go to http://www.guilfest.co.uk/

He was most insulting to Lady Thatcher, referring
to her as a mentally unbalanced female bovine
creature, and claiming her supporters consisted of
football hooligans, fascists and faggots. The only
thing he got right was that we fox hunting lairds of
the shires supported this wonderful woman, and
by Jove, we still do. God bless her ladyship!

MM
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I could also have done without the graphic details
of Mr Tony Blair's anatomy, and I'm not referring
to his 'prominent ears'. I do not wish to know he
'resembled a stallion' when naked thank you very
much Mr Woods. Do have a bit of sensitivity for us
in the blue pill brigade, we do not wish to know
these things (nor that he can manage it '5 times a
night' as his wife so unnecessarily pointed out.)
Really! We're British for Heaven's sake - we don't
talk about such things. The only thing which
should be stiff permanently is our upper lips!

Pyongyang where they don't celebrate decent
festivals such as Our Lord's birth? I will personally
pay for his one-way ticket!
Finally I read The Buzz column by the anarchosyndicalist Mr Woods, who is not even accurate in
his writings. Everyone knows that old-enough-toknow-better Mr Papard celebrated his 60th
birthday on March 20th (not 21st), and that Brian
Jessup's birthday is May 27th (not April 27th). The
May meet-up was also Friday May 27th (not 28th
as stated.) Doesn't Mr Woods check his facts?
Does he have no PA, and are there no proofreaders for TFTW? Evidently not! Slapdash, my
good fellow! Pull your sox up and take that
ridiculous hat off - wear a topper or a bowler, and
be proud to be British!

Then this obnoxious anarchist, Mr Woods,
launches into a most disrespectful eulogy on the
dear departed Holy Father, Pope John Paul II,
suggesting that after his demise he should have
been turned into some kind of helium-filled
barrage balloon floating over St Peter's Piazza.
Absolutely disgraceful!!!

Having said all this, I must say the rest of the
magazine was a good read, with some excellent
reviews. I have missed these in recent months,
especially with the likes of Billy Lee Riley, Barbara
Pittman, Eddie Bond, Sonny Burgess, Ike Turner,
Jack Clement, Bo Diddley and Little Richard
performing shows in this wonderful Kingdom of
ours.

He then slams that other wonderful lady, Dame
Shirley Porter, who threw out some Labour-voting
working-class chavs and yobbos in order to give
me my wonderful luxury apartment (converted
from a former council flat) overlooking Regent’s
Park, for which I am eternally grateful. He
criticizes Dame Shirley for demolishing that
disgraceful cinema in Wilton Road, Victoria
(known as the Biograph). It may well have been
the oldest cinema in England, but it was also a
seething cesspit of debauchery and iniquity, being
frequented entirely by homosexuals and
prostitutes, who got up to all sorts of disgraceful
antics in the darkened cinema. I have it on good
authority that the raving Loony Left Queer and
TFTW regular, Mr Papard, met nearly all of his
many partners in this sordid establishment. When
I visited this cinema with Miss Whiplash we
couldn't see the film for men constantly changing
seats or getting up and leaving in pairs! Good
riddance I say, and three cheers for Lady Porter.

In closing may I say, we now have a new Pope,
and damn good fellow he is too. So he was in Mr
Hitler's admirable Youth movement - damn good
discipline for young lads, that's what I say! Bring
back National Service and Boot Camps. Let's
have a Blair Youth - get yer 'air cut you 'orrible
little poofter! Hoodies and chavs - the Army will
soon sort them out and teach 'em not to mug old
ladies. As you all know if you have read in your
newspapers over the past year or so, the British
and American armies are a shining example of
humanitarianism towards their fellow men. So a
few wimps shoot themselves when they can't take
army discipline, but it made real men out of the
rest of us! Prince Harry will be a fine leader of
men; I thought how well the uniform suited him
when he turned up at that party dressed as one of
Rommel's lads.

Further on in the magazine we have the same Mr
Papard with his Commie Quiz. We really don't
want this kind of left-wing claptrap in a roots music
magazine. I have it on good authority from my
good friend Dr Dale that Mr Papard has promised
this will positively be the last left-wing article
penned by him in this magazine, though knowing
how devious these lefties are he will no doubt
write something under a nom-de-plume,
disguising his left-wing propaganda to sound like
sensible statements coming from some outraged
pillar of the Establishment like me! I counted no
less than 6 articles by Mr Papard in Issue #45.
The man suffers from verbal diarrhoea. Enough is
enough!

Although the position of Pope is no longer vacant,
may I recommend Sir Cliff Richard (how dare Mr
Woods disrespectfully refer to this fine upstanding
gentleman as Dame Clara!) as next Archbishop of
Canterbury? His splendid life of celibate
Christianity is a shining example to us all. Alas,
were it not for Miss Whiplash and those blue pills,
I would aspire to be as pure and virginal as Sir
Cliff.
Sir Anthony Featherstonehaugh-Evans of
Featherstonehaugh (pronounced Fanshaw)
Manor, Wiltshire.

I also had to endure that misery-guts spoil-sport,
the very same Mr Papard, snivelling about the
Christian family festival of Christmas. If he doesn't
like it why doesn't he board a plane to Beijing or
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Barrett Barracks
Dear Keith,
Welcome back. However my name is BARRETT,
not with an A before the double T. And in my ad
who is June???, Bursting out all over she may be,
but in my ad she don't belong. (Sorry, slip of the
typewriter – H)
"Sometimes you wonder who’s minding the store"
'Tom Miller', "The Girl Can't Help It" circa 1956.
Paul Barrett
Penarthsville
The Last Resort!!!

Just a few lines to say how delighted I was to
receive the latest issue of TFTW!! I can only
imagine what problems your case with Network
Rail caused you but somehow something that is a
“little irregular” evokes more joy when it’s received
than something that always appears on time. I
seem to recall, for example, that breathless Dan’s
Boppin’ News did not always arrive “on time” but
when it did arrive…. !!!
Anyway, very glad that you’re back in circulation. I
did mean to write a little while ago but my wife and
I have been to Italy and the Isle of Wight on
holiday and what with catching up on
correspondence, decorating etc. etc. the time
seems to fly by. Next issue eagerly awaited.
Regards and all the best
Mike Robinson, Surrey

At last, a nice letter
Hi Keith and Harry,
What a surprise! Never thought I'd see the mag
again. However, I was 65 in March so sudden
shocks like that are bad for my heart. When I
recover I must write some stuff for your next
issue/s. All the best for the future and congrats on
the determination of both of you to carry on in the
face of almost insuperable odds.
Neil Foster

Pistoia Blues Festival
Just back from the Porretta Soul Festival where I
picked up a leaflet for the above. It usually has
more blues-rock and minimal blues but this year
the line-up is quite impressive. I don't remember
anyone mentioning it. Did y'all know about it?
Has anyone gone?

Letter from America
Dear Keith and Gang
Great to see TFTW back on the bookstands! I
appreciate the copy of the mag., as ever. Good
luck with its continued publication. I can
understand your grief with Network Rail, Keith, but
as you say it is time to move on - and get rocking
again!
Very best, John Broven

The line-up can be viewed at
http://www.pistoiablues.com/index.php?newlang=
eng
Dave Carroll
More Pistoia Blues Festival

Letter from the Lowlands
This is the last date of Jerry Lee's current
European tour, which started off well with good 45
minute concerts in Amsterdam, Paris and Lyon
then descended into farce with 17 minutes on
stage at St Etienne and 25 minutes at Nice.

Hello Woody,
Long time no see. I was at Hemsby this spring but
sad to say there weren't too many of our gang
there which was a little sad. I was asking about
you but nobody did know so much. My hopes are
that you're doing fine and hopefully will be able to
move on. I sure hope to see you next time the
Swedes will go to Hemsby.
Bo Berglind, American Music Magazine

This has caused a lot of controversy on the Jerry
Lee Lewis Yahoo site, where a lot of people,
including myself, have suggested he should retire
from touring, at least until his health is in better
shape.
Let's see how he gets on at this festival. Chuck
Berry, meanwhile, threw a tantrum in Glasgow the
other night, turned up late at the venue, but
refused to go on stage. He got in his car and
drove away, leaving the audience furious.
Hopefully he too will appear at this Italian festival.

More Swedish Sweetness
Dear Keith,
It made me very happy to hear from you and to
receive some good reading. Thanks! Since I came
back from Hemsby I’ve been busy moving. My
girlfriend Annelie and I have bought a small farm
about 40 miles northeast of Gothenburg. It’s fun
but clearing out my old house… that was
something.
All the best, Erik Peterson
Letter from the Suburbs

Tony Papard
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9. They're visiting their little cottage in the country.
Translation - They're away oot at their wee
butt'n'ben.
(Translation translated - Butt'n'ben = a little
Highland weekend cottage.)

Learn Glaswegian
a quiz compiled by Tony 'I'll tak a wee tatty-scone
the noo' Papard
(Translation - tatty-scone = potato scone virtually unknown in Southern England, fried like a
small pancake and eaten with breakfast.)

10. I'm going out to get fish and chips and a bottle
of lemonade to bring back home.
Translation - I'm away fer a fish supper carry-oot
and a bottle o'ginger.
(Translation translated - fish supper = fish and
chips, carry-out = take-away, ginger = any kind of
soft fizzy drink.)

As a member of the EU, it would be helpful if we
started learning some other languages. To help
you all to integrate with our neighbours, I’ll begin
close to home within the British Isles. How might a
Glaswegian say the following?
1. Would you go to the shops and get me a pound
of sausages, some parsnips and two loaves of
bread?
Translation - Wi' ye away fer some messages,
hen? A pounda links, some neeps and a pan and
a plain frae the baker.
(Translation translated - messages = shopping,
hen = love/term of endearment, links = sausages,
neeps = parsnips/turnips, pan and plain = two
kinds of bread, pan being the sliced loaf we get in
Southern England. Plain is unknown here.)

(Thanks to my partner's relations for teaching me
this wonderful language, which George hated,
incidentally, and scolded me for using whenever I
was conversing with his kinfolk! 'Don't use that
awful Glasgow slang - I came down to London to
get away from all that!' I can't help it, I pick-up
accents/slang/dialects/loose men very easily!
In order to study this language I recommend you
subscribe to The Sunday Post and read The
Broons comic strip, and also order a DVD of Rab
C. Nesbitt and study them both carefully.)

2. She's out shopping.
Translation - She's nae here, she's away oot fer
messages.









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

3. He's seeing the Estate Manager about the
dustbins.
Translation - He's away oop the factor o' the
Scheme aboot the middens.
(Translation translated - factor = landlord,
Scheme = housing estate, midden = dustbin.)

Big Al Downing Dies in Massachusetts
We regret to inform you that on July 4th, 2005 at
approx. 6:45pm, country music legend and
Rockabilly Hall of Famer, Big Al Downing, passed
away from complications stemming from Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukaemia. Big Al's music and
warm personality shall surely live on forever!

4. He's clever and crafty (of a dog, for example)
Translation - Aye, he's fly. (No flies on him, then!)
5. A pint of bitter, please.
Translation - Say Jimmie, g'is a pinta heavy.
(Translation translated - heavy = the kind of
draft beer they drink north of the border.)

Al was born on January 9th, 1940, in Lenapah,
Oklahoma, about 30 miles out in the country
through muddy roads off the old Route 66. Al's
family were sharecroppers. He had nine brothers
and two sisters. One of his earliest recollections of
music was when the family had a spiritual quartet.
He started playing the piano at the age of 13. He
found his first piano at a junkyard, only about 40
keys worked, but Al loved it. Al tuned in to WLAC
Radio out of Nashville listening to black R&B early Fats Domino, Joe Turner and them guys. Al
recalls, "And so I used to sit up late at night and
listen to em, then I tried to pick out the notes on
the piano from the songs they played. When Fats
Domino came on, his piano was kind of a
thumpin’ style, y'know, it was kinda easy to pick
up. I got to liking country music as well. My dad
liked The Grand Ole Opry and on Saturday nights
we wanted to listen to Rock’n’Roll on WLAC, but
dad said 'No way'."

6. Would you like a ham sandwich?
Translation - Would ye nae tak a wee
piece'n'gammon, hen?
(Translation translated - piece = slice of
bread/sandwich, gammon = ham.)
7. It was very noisy when the children started
crying.
Translation - It was a Hell of a racket when the
weans (pronounced: wains) started greetin'.
(Translation translated - weans = children/wee
ones, greeting - crying.)
8. He's drawing unemployment benefit.
Translation - He's on the brew.
(Translation translated - On the brew = on the
dole.)
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Orleans. Al turned it on Fats Domino style.
Indeed, with backing from Alvin 'Red' Tyler, Mac
Rebbenack (Dr. John) and Charles 'Hungry'
Williams, all top New Orleans session men, he
had all the encouragement he could have wished
for in copying his idol. An even bigger thrill was to
come for Al, when Fats recorded four of his
songs.

From these musical roots Al progressed and was
talked into going in for a talent show run by Radio
KGGF just across the state line in Cotteyville,
Kansas. Not only did Al win the show but he
immediately got into a band. Bobby Poe, who had
a rockabilly band going at the time, heard the
show and persuaded Al to join. The idea was to
cover the whole spectrum of Rock’n’Roll music Bobby would do the 'white' Elvis and Jerry Lee
numbers while Al would do the 'black' Fats
Domino and Little Richard. Although such an
arrangement may have made sense artistically, it
was nevertheless quite a radical move in the days
when segregation was still very strong. Al
remembers all the humiliations of having to hide
under a blanket to get into hotel rooms and of
having to eat at the poorer end of the restaurant
while the whites ate at the other. But he figured
that it was worth sticking it out for the sake of the
music.

The recording sessions continued for a variety of
labels under a number of pseudonyms, all in the
search for that elusive hit. In 1960 Al recorded in
Washington with original Poe Kat, Vernon
Sandusky. Al and Vernon remained in
Washington and in 1962 put out The Saints and
Heartbreak Hill on their own Kansoma label. By
this time Rock’n’Roll as we know it was having a
hard time. A year after a recording session with
Little Esther in Nashville, Big Al was to make his
last and some would say one of his greatest
Rock’n’Roll records. "Georgia Slop," a Jimmy
McCracklin number, was recorded in New York in
1964.

At first the band was called The Rhythm Rockers
and then later on they called themselves the Poe
Kats and they started sending demos to various
record labels. Of all the record companies that
they approached, including Sun in Memphis, it
was White Rock in Dallas that showed the most
interest. Significantly that was the first time the
band submitted one of their own songs, none
other than "Down On The Farm." Out of the first
session at White Rock in January 1958 came
"Down On The Farm" and "Oh Babe," which were
credited to Al, and "Rock'n'Roll Boogie" and
"Rock'n'Roll Record Girl" credited to Bobby Poe &
The Poe Kats, although, of course, Al played on
all the tracks.

From then on Al turned to soul music and came
up with the occasional minor hit. In the late 1970s
Al went back to his roots with country and western
music. But Al had by no means given up on
Rock'n'Roll. Like Fats Domino, Al was a totally
lovable guy who enjoyed his music - even the sad
songs came out happy.









Vivian Liberto Dies
Wed. May 25.2005
Johnny Cash's first wife, Vivian Liberto, died
Tuesday (May 24) in California at age 71 following
a battle with cancer. The couple met during his
military duty at Brooks Air Force Base in San
Antonio before marrying and settling in Memphis
in 1954, prior to his first recordings for Sun
Records. In addition to singer-songwriter Rosanne
Cash, they had three other daughters -- Kathleen,
Cindy and Tara. They divorced in 1966, and he
married June Carter in 1968. In October 2004,
Liberto - by then known as Vivian Liberto Distin asked the city of San Antonio to give her a bench
into which Cash had carved the words "Johnny
Loves Vivian" in 1951. City officials declined her
request, removed the bench from the city's
downtown Riverwalk and placed it under lock and
key.

Rock'n'Roll Girl typified the somewhat split
personality of the band. In what is essentially a
white teenage Rock’n’Roll number sung by Bobby,
Al throws in a chorus of Good Golly Miss Molly.
Under the watchful eye of Lelan Rogers (Kenny's
brother) things were going well at White Rock, not
only that, the boys got themselves noticed by Jim
Halsey who was booking Wanda Jackson at the
time. As a result The Poe Kats went on the road
for about a year with Wanda and backed her on
sessions at Capitol's famous Hollywood Studios.
Meanwhile back at White Rock another session
was set up. Although Challenge seemed to have
lost interest, the equally prestigious Carlton label
of New York, who had Jack Scott, stepped in to
lease Big Al's "Miss Lucy" and "Just Around The
Corner" for national distribution. From the same
session "Piano Nellie," credited to Bobby Poe &
The Poe Kats, was sold to the Atlantic subsidiary
East West.

(Vivian's brother, Ray Liberto, recorded the great
rockin' ditties 'Baby (You Know How I Love You)'
and 'Boogie Woogie Country Girl').
Tony Wilkinson

In 1959 Carlton came back for more but this time
they really pulled out the stops, setting up a
session for Al at Cosimo Matassa's studio in New
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JAZZ JUNCTION
North Sea Jazz Festival –
8 to 10 July 2005
In some ways 2005 brought to an end the vision of
one man when the North Sea Jazz Festival took
place for the thirtieth time at the Congres Centrum
in Den Haag. The man who created what has
become the single largest jazz festival in the world
was Paul Acket whose extraordinary enthusiasm,
powers of persuasion and organisation made the
whole thing possible from 1976 onwards. When
he died in 1992 he left instructions to guide those
who were to succeed him in his incredible work.
Sadly, owing to changes to be made to the
Congres Centrum, the festival will no longer be
held in Den Haag. It will be moving to Rotterdam,
which is quite capable of continuing the success
of the festival, but it will
assuredly never be the same
again.

However in the oven of the piano room the Barry
Harris Trio cooked up a feast of be-bop
especially on When Johnny Comes Marching
Home and All God Children’s Got Rhythm. He
displayed a romantic touch on A Time For Love
and Bud Powell’s I Keep Loving You. And he
delighted the audience with songs by Tad
Dameron (Casbah) and Thelonious Monk. He
also showed himself to be an inspired entertainer
by asking the audience to call out numbers for a
quickly composed tune which he dubbed 7-3-4,73-5 and on which he directed audience vocal
support. He did however warn those who provided
the numbers that, should he ever record it, they
would receive not one penny – ‘The same as the
record companies have treated us in the past!’
After the final number, a semi-spoken, semi-sung
declaration of love, he received a well-deserved
standing ovation.

A twelve-piece orchestra which
has been a flavour of recent
months in some ‘world’ music circles is Pink
Martini and it was fronted by the enchanting voice
of China Forbes. Although they hail from Portland,
Oregon, they appeared to be a retro band with
strong leanings towards Cuban dance music of
the thirties together with songs from around the
world (sung in Spanish, French, Japanese and
Italian while I was there). There may have been a
hint of ‘tongue in cheek’ but it was all very
enjoyable nevertheless.

Robert Cray continued to flummox his fans as his
set enthralled and disappointed alike. He has the
fame to qualify for a large setting but sometimes
his bluesier lesser known material would enjoy
greater popularity on a smaller stage. Classics
from the soul side of his repertoire like Oh
Johnny, Strong Persuader, My Last Regret,
Because Of Me and Bad Influence were meat and
drink to the audience even though his four-piece
band would have benefited from a horn section.
However some of his slower material e.g. Twenty
from his current CD failed to garner the same sort
of attention.

Ably supporting Chaka Khan was the Metropole
Orchestra which flooded the stage with a
multitude of musicians including an extremely
large string section. The first part of her set was
devoted to her new CD, Classic Khan, given over
to songs with which she grew up. Coming on to
stage to Goldfinger, she covered songs by Oscar
Brown Jr (Hazel’s Hips), Lulu (To Sir With Love),
Lena Horne (Stormy Weather and Teach Me
Tonight). After that she turned to more familiar
territory with Tell Me Something Good, I Feel For
You and And The Memory Lingers On (Night In
Tunisia), closing with Ain’t Nobody and I’m Every
Woman.

The highlight of Friday was a superb performance
by the very revered and Reverend Al Green.
After starting with I Can’t Stop from his 2003 Blue
Note album, he went back and harvested his
golden crop of songs in as fine an exposition of
soul at its very best as I have seen in a long time.
His voice was as good as ever as he toyed with
melodies, dropping in falsetto yells of joy in a
euphoria of emotion. He danced, he sweated, and
his jacket dropped off his shoulders and back
again before ending up on the stage floor and
being removed. And of course he threw red
flowers to an ecstatic audience.

A trip to the very comfortable Van Gogh Zaal to
see a solo performance by pianist Brad Mehldau
turned out to be futile as he was stuck in Oslo.
The late replacement Kenny Werner with his
lyrically light touch went someway to mitigating the
disappointment.
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Amongst his best-known songs he selected Let’s
Get Married, Let’s Stay Together, Love And
Happiness, For The Good Times and Tired Of
Being Alone. Although these were songs about
love, he did not fail to draw the connection with his
Christian God, and went on to sing Amazing
Grace which ended up as Nearer My God To
Thee. He also paid tribute to the Four Tops, Otis
Redding and Sam Cooke with a medley which
included I Can’t Help Myself, Dock Of The Bay,
I’ve Been Loving You Too Long, and Wonderful
World. A special treat for me was when he sang
one of my all-time top songs by him, How Can
You Mend A Broken Heart, a real tear-jerker
where at one point he threw his head sideways,
closing his eyes to let out a primordial scream of
despair. If there is heaven on earth, it surely must
be found at an Al Green concert.

Christian Hopkins worthy of note. Joe Wilder who
had played trumpet in the Jimmy Lunceford was
introduced with the band but, whilst I was
watching, his horn remained on his lap as he sat,
head slightly bowed and smiling occasionally. He
did tell us that he was in the Jimmy Lunceford
band in 1947 when died from a heart attack while
signing autographs for fans.
One of my favourite pianists is McCoy Tyner and
he and his All-Stars lived up to the description with
a combination comprising Gary Bartz (alto sax),
Ravi Coltrane (tenor and soprano sax), Charnett
Moffett (bass) and Eric Gravatt (drums). The
inclusion of Ravi Coltrane was a cause of some
curiosity due to McCoy Tyner’s long association
with his father which ran almost until his death in
1967. But comparing him to the great John
Coltrane would be both unfair and pointless. Gary
Bartz’s playing was earthy and direct, whereas
Ravi Coltrane’s approach was more thoughtful
and together they proved to be a winning
combination. The star of course was McCoy Tyner
whose intensity and pounding chords threatened
to send the piano into early retirement. Angelina
from his latest CD, Illuminations, was a satisfying
example of life in the old dog yet.

On the recommendation of an anonymous
person, who I overheard talking in favourable
terms about a modern soul artist, a visit was
made to see Raphael Saadiq. Unfortunately this
proved a wasted journey as bass and drums
shook foundations and heavy metal guitar pierced
the boundaries of good taste. After four numbers
a retreat was made and a mental note to avoid in
the future recorded.
A man who has probably changed his style not at
all over the last fifty years is Mose Allison. His
half-sung/half-spoken dry delivery and piano
playing have always played second fiddle to the
words of his the songs, whether from his own pen
or those of others. Whilst suited to a more
intimate type of venue than the Rembrandtzaal,
he still kept the audience totally absorbed, good
examples being the amusing Your Mind Is On
Vacation But Your Mouth Is Working Overtime
and the thought-provoking Living In A Fool’s
Paradise written by Johnny Fuller.
As part of the project they started in 2001, the
Dutch Jazz Orchestra came to play the music
from the repertoire of the Boyd Raeburn
Orchestra. They featured the still outstanding
clarinet playing of former member, Buddy
DeFranco who was winner of his first Downbeat
award in 1945 for clarinet and who remains a
potent force still today. The arrangements (in
particular by Sy Oliver) drew the audience in with
their web of intricacy and Buddy’s playing was
lithe and sensuous. After Stormy Weather we got
Blue Skies but Scheherazade was a spellbinding
tale.

Saturday’s highlight for me was Lizz Wright.
Having missed her earlier in the year at the Pizza
Express and knowing that I would be away when
she appeared at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, I was
determined to obtain a prime position for the
whole of her set at the Dakterras (roof terrace to
the non-Dutch speakers amongst the readership).
I was at one of the two flights of stairs leading to
the stage area prior to the previous occupant,
David Sanborn, finishing. With a strict limitation on
the audience size of 850 for safety reasons, I did
not anticipate any problems gaining entry.
However after waiting twenty-five minutes we
were told that the limit had been reached after

More nostalgia was invoked by The Beau Hunks,
when they ‘played’ Jimmy Lunceford. This was the
music of an earlier era and was at once overtly
swinging and danceable. It was played with
tasteful assurance with the stride piano of
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opening the other entrance. What to do? As the
location for the festival will no longer be at the
Congresgebouw, I can reveal my tactics to TFTW
readers. Drawing on my nature as a contrary
being, I ascended the exit stairs backwards, thus
thwarting the strict security measures of the
venue.

touring, Fountain Of Youth (unless it was an
epithet). Roy was in scintillating form, inspired,
perhaps like Art Blakey, by the young men around
him. Pianist, Martin Bejerano, and saxophonist,
Maurice Strickland, gave good account of
themselves throughout and the latter, who played
soprano sax for the greater part, was at his most
lyrical on My Heart Belongs To Daddy.

Lizz Wright’s backing band comprised Anthony
Peterson and Mike Moreno (who both played
acoustic guitars), Massimo Bialcoti (bass) and
Jonathon Rix (drums). And in a mesmeric set she
drew heavily on her recently released album on
Verve, Dreaming Wide Awake, adding to it a
sprinkling of her first album, Salt. Starting with
Eternity, she sang with that achingly effective
voice, not going in for pyrotechnics, but gently
modulating her long cool tones. Her restrained
movements somehow fuelled the intensity of her
performance as on When I Close My Eyes when
she swayed gently with her arms reaching out to
the audience.

Don Byron was a late discoverer of Lester Young
and he named his grouping The Ivey Divey
Quartet in his honour. But there was not a lot of
the cool about his performance. He played tenor
sax and clarinet from a chair in such an animated
way that one felt he was dedicating it to St Vitus.
This observation may have been partly influenced
by the fact that, whilst he was a dreadlocked
African-American New Yorker, he kept reminding
me of Ben Elton.
Another legendary figure appearing was Jim Hall
whose guitar playing helped light up the jazz world
in his associations with Jimmy Giuffre and Bill
Evans amongst others. However his quartet, with
Geoffrey Keezer outstanding on piano, examined
shadowy themes in an almost forensic manner
which was thought provoking rather than
temperature raising.

The compromise of seeing the whole of Lizz
Wright’s set meant missing half of Solomon
Burke but it seemed that he hasn’t changed his
programme over the last few years. Anyone who
has the DVD, Live At North Sea Jazz 2003, need
read no further. I arrived in time for a medley of
Fa-Fa-Fa-Fa-Fa (Sad Song), Spanish Harlem,
Stand By Me and Down In The Valley.

On the other hand the music of the Joey
DeFrancesco Trio with Houston Person was
much more immediate. The trio rendition of Got
My Mojo Working, with Joey on vocals, may have
offended my prejudices but on numbers like When
I Fall In Love and I Get A Kick Out Of You, Joey’s
light touch on the Hammond organ and Houston
Person’s deceptively simple contributions found
favour with both heart and feet.

When he called for volunteers from the audience
to dance on stage, mayhem ensued. Solomon
sang Don’t Give Up On Me, Proud Mary, What A
Wonderful World, I Can’t Stop Loving You and
Everybody Needs Somebody To Love from a
reinforced throne surrounded by dancers or girls
sitting on the throne’s arms. His physique may not
be that of an Olympic athlete but his voice is
certainly one of solid gold soul.
The evening ended with a tribute to Art Blakey’s
Jazz Messengers by two of its previous members,
Benny Golson (tenor sax) and Cedar Walton
(piano), in a band which included Valeri
Ponomarev (trumpet), David Williams (bass) and
Albert ‘Tootie’ Heath (drums). Art Blakey always
encouraged members of his bands to compose
for the unit and it was no surprise that the two
former members drew on a number of their own
compositional contributions with Cedar’s Blues
and Bolivia (Cedar Walton), and Whisper Not and
I Remember Clifford (Benny Golson). Benny
Golson was in inspired form and Cedar Walton,
apart from (what I find irritating) the quoting from
other tunes, soloed and supported with distinction.
It all ended with a joyous romp through Along
Came Betty, another Benny Golson composition.

The last part of the festival provided an
opportunity to sample two of modern soul’s newer
female artists. Hailing from Los Angeles, Leela
James, was short and fit. However the most
striking part of her appearance was a frizzed-up
blonde Afro which made her look like her head
was stuck inside a giant candyfloss. She
energetically performed a set of rocked-out
modern soul numbers, stomping up and down the
stage, singing from the floor and vigorously

Sunday commenced with legendary jazz drummer
Roy Haynes and the band with which he is
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shaking her head – she even self-mockingly
stopped at one point to be hair-sprayed by a
backing singer before shaking her head all over
again. I thought that the inclusion of A Change Is
Gonna Come (apart from the fact that it is the title
track of her debut album) a trifle odd as the
change for this girl surely has already come.

keyboard, drums and a horn section of two
trumpets, tenor sax and trombone. They warmed
up with a jazz-fusion-tinged version of Mustang
Sally with vocals by lead guitarist, Jerome
‘Hollywood’ Scott, whose instrumental licks would
likely have caused consternation to Bob Newhart’s
ears. A funky Can I Change My Mind followed
giving the remaining members of the band the
chance to get their instruments straight.
Then, dressed in blue jacket and white trousers,
Cicero Blake, who had broken his pelvis in a car
accident a few months back, was assisted on
stage. With the help of a stick, he managed to
reach a stool in the centre of the stage. And that
was where he remained for the whole of his
performance as the severity of his injury had
considerably curtailed his normally active
stagecraft.
His set was a mixture of blues-soul and soul with
Don’t Throw Your Love On Me So Strong, I Saw It
Coming, Low Down Dirty Blues and Laundromat
Blues. There was an accuracy to his phrasing and
restraint to his singing (possibly due to his
physical condition) which was marred at times by
some inappropriate nursery rhyme quotes from
Hollywood’s guitar. However the band finally found
its groove on the last two numbers with some top
drawer blues-soul from Cicero’s Just One Of
Those Things CD. Caught In The Wrong Again
was followed by I’m Into Something with
attractively repeated notes from keyboard and
riffing horns. This ended with Cicero rapping some
advice to the men who admired another man’s
woman to go up to them and say ‘Excuse me sir, I
sure like your woman’. But he warned ‘And when
you get your arse whipped, don’t blame me
because I’ll be gone’ and slowly he was.

Jaguar Wright has a few more years’ experience
(and one more solo album) on her younger
contributor and, it probably should be said, a more
flexible and expressive voice and stronger
material such as Country Song or Love Need And
Want You. However, whether her complaint about
the sound level being too loud at the start was
indicative of her mood, I don’t know, but her stage
performance was bewildering. She displayed a
tendency to sing for long periods with eyes closed
directly to either of the stage wings. And after a
complaint to her drummer (or was it a joke?), she
seemed to spend the rest of her set singing
directly to the miscreant with her back to the
audience. Whilst there was something to
recommend both singers, the jury for me must
remain out, as it will be on the festival’s move to
Rotterdam, until it has been tasted on more than
one occasion.

And so it came to pass that Graziano Uliano’s
th
baby child reached maturity when the 18 edition
of the Porretta Soul Festival took place on the first
three days of July in this small town in the
northern half of Italy, in the ‘Parco Roma’
(renamed for purposes of authenticity as Rufus
Thomas Park).

Next to be supported by The Platinum Band was
Nellie ‘Tiger’ Travis who, although a versatile
singer has been more noted for her blues and
r’n’b songs. A blues singer with a short skirt and
outgoing personality, her set was in the main one
long medley of 70s soul with Let’s Do It Again
(Staple Singers), Sexual Healing (Marvin Gaye),
Rock Me Tonight (Freddie Jackson), Casanova
(Ruby Andrews), Shining Star (Manhattans), Let’s
Get It On (Marvin Gaye) and Midnight Train To
Georgia (Gladys Knight). And her cover, this time
of a Tracy Chapman song, Represent, enabled
her to give a lesson in Nellie-ology before the final
number, I Got Amnesia, a soul ballad written by
Nellie herself, turned out to be the high point of
the set.

A low-key Friday began with probably Chicago’s
finest soul band, The Platinum Soul Band, which
has served both the late Tyrone Davis and other
Chicago-based soul singers in the past. The band
comprised rhythm, bass and lead guitars,

Finally Billy Preston bounded on stage with his
own band with a set which was high on
entertainment but probably lacked a bit in the soul
department. Billy swayed form side to side for a
lively It’s My Pleasure and flattered us with his

Porretta Soul Music festival –
1 to 3 July 2005
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With You I’m Born Again. He paid tribute to Ray
Charles with Georgia, mimicking his former
master’s voice and adding to it the customary Ray
Charles’ self-hugging at the end. This was
probably ok when PC was just a rank but
nowadays it looks like a lack of taste. What I’d
Say was followed by one of his biggest hits,
Nothing From Nothing, with Billy removing his
jacket sleeve by sleeve and dancing exuberantly
on stage.

Laundromat Blues was replaced by a specially
requested Dip My Dipper complete with Cicero
health warning. The last two numbers, Caught In
The Wrong Again and I’m Into Something were
Cicero at his best.
Nellie ‘Tiger’ Travis was also back reprising her
set from the night before. However her
performance was more stage act than singing and
in her endeavours to engage the audience she
seemed to lose a lot of them. Had she been Tina
Turner, she would no doubt have got an excited
response when she shouted ‘Somebody scream’
and ‘Somebody say hell yeah’. She continued with
the medley of the same songs that she had
performed for the previous night’s entertainment.
Then, perhaps as a result of feeling that she was
not getting the right response, she lost her way,
misjudging her audience entirely. Attempts to
involve them by asking ‘Do we have any virgins in
the audience tonight?’ and later ‘How many licks
does it take to get to the end of a Tootsie?’ failed
and seemed to indicate that showtime was over.

He honoured his Beatles connection with
Yesterday and a medley of Imagine, Give Peace
A Chance, Let It Be, and Get Back which had
many in the audience joining in. After slowing
things down with Summertime, he was back with
another of his big hits with Will It Go Round In
Circles followed by the moving self-penned ballad
(and hit for Joe Cocker), You Are So Beautiful.
But entertainment was the name of Billy’s game
and the uptempo Jumping Jack Flash was just
what the audience liked and it was no surprise
that they ordered him back to encore with Hoochie
Coochie Man and Oh Happy Day for some more
singalong fun.

It is probably fair to say that, for a soul festival,
Sunday was given over to too much instrumental
music, however good it was. The Soul Survivors
cooked up another spicy set of soul jazz starting
with a number form the Les McCann/Eddie Harris
repertoire, Cold Duck Time. Compared To What,
from the same songbook was again a winner.
Cornell Dupree, Chuck Rainey and Buddy
Williams made it look all so easy and Ronnie
Cuber provided the seasoning. Soul Serenade
produced such emotional ardour that by the end it
was hard not to imagine them slowly slinking their
way to the bedroom.

Saturday began with a couple of Italian bands who
I did not witness and were followed by the first of
two instrumental bands at the festival. Dubiously
dubbed as the Atlantic house band, the Soul
Survivors was an amalgam of top class
musicians who had been in demand in various
studios both singularly and severally over the
years but probably not as a single entity. The band
comprised Cornell Dupree (guitar), Les McCann
(piano), Chuck Rainey (electric bass), Buddy
Williams (drums) and Ronnie Cuber (tenor sax).

The historical importance of Booker T & The
MGs as the house band at Stax cannot be
underestimated as their legendary status
extended beyond, not only through providing
musical support for the label’s vocal stars when
on tour but also as a recording band in its own
right. Booker T Jones (Hammond organ), Steve
Cropper (lead guitar) and Donald ‘Duck’ Dunn
(bass guitar) tend to be thought of synonymously
with the band, although in fact Donald Dunn was
not the original bassist as Lewis Steinberg filled
that role for two years, including the original
recording of Green Onions. They were joined by
seasoned Memphis drummer Steve Potts.

They started with the Ellington standard Things
Aren’t What They Used To Be like a well-oiled
engine. Way Back Home provided some of the
greasiest soul-jazz as the rhythm section purred
and Ronnie Cuber stoked the engine into higher
gears. On Something, (the Beatles tune), Cornell
toyed with the melody before Ronnie Cuber paid
homage to King Curtis with Soul Serenade. Les
McCann, who had made a remarkable recovery
from a stroke although still requiring a wheelchair,
leant vocal support on a couple of blues items
before a storming version of his best known song
Compared To What. The set ended with Bob
Dylan’s Watching The River Flow and the band
was justly brought back for an encore by an
appreciative audience.

It was hard to take in just how good they were
because if the measure of a live performance is
how close to their records a band sounds, then
Booker T & The MGs were just perfect. Swirling or
groove-laden organ, a rhythmic heartbeat formed
by thick bass and fatback drums, laced with
stinging or laid-back guitar were all performed with
an economy of style that belied the skill involved.
There was also a variety to their set which meant

The Platinum Band returned for a reprise of
Friday night’s affair, once more proving
themselves to be a top-notch unit (benefiting from
a reduction in the ‘Scottish’ quotations). Cicero
Blake was again in fine form on an almost
identical set as the night before. However
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that the time just flew by. Apart from the hits, they
also offered up You Gotta Serve Somebody,
Melting Pot and Summertime. But it was their four
Billborad top twenty chart successes Green
Onions, Soul Limbo, Hang ‘Em High and Time Is
Tight which had the audience drooling and which
will live in the memory long after.

1980s, and a band which included musicians
familiar to fans of Jazz Jamaica. It was more of a
celebration than anything else as the ladies (who
formed quite the largest portion of an audience I
have seen for some time) would at times sing
along in knowing and tuneful style.
The multi-talented Janet Kay, who was also a star
of the 1981 sitcom No Problem, shared the stage
with her perhaps lesser-known friend, alternating
with her throughout the evening’s entertainment.
Dressed in white jacket and black trousers, a still
slim-looking Janet Kay showed that she had lost
none of her distinctive and wide ranging vocal
sound with You Made Me So Very Happy and
Minnie Ripperton’s Lovin’ You (her first hit
recording resulting from her association with Alton
Ellis).

The final artist to appear was another Stax
legend, Isaac Hayes, although for many this
maybe for his songwriting rather than his
performing. The band set-up was a strange one
with three keyboard players who were corralled in
an L-shape behind four keyboards to one side of
the stage. There was also backing support in the
guise of three vocalists – two female and one
male. All this could appear a trifle excessive when
one considers that Isaac is a keyboard-playing
vocalist.

Taller and in a white smock top and black
trousers, Carroll Thompson had a young girl’s
voice when she first enjoyed success. However,
her voiced has matured since those early days
and songs such as Yesterday and Simply In Love
were even better than I remembered them.

Dressed in red sweater, dark glasses and the
proverbial gold chain hanging from his neck, Isaac
started with Don’t Let Go in a voice so rumbling
and deep that one dared not think of the effect it
might be having on the women in the audience. In
the middle of the third number there was a
suspicion that it was something else that was
rumbling as he dashed of the stage for an
unannounced purpose. However he returned to
rejoin the number before pleasuring fans of South
Park with his Chocolate Salty Balls.

Janet, for whom this was a rare UK performance
as she is much bigger in Japan which she visits
annually and where she has released seven
albums, returned for a duet with one of the stars
of The Big Life, Victor Romero Evans. The jazz
number, Moody’s Mood For Love, demonstrated
her versatility.

The Windows Of The World, a lament on the
inhumanities of man, had him pleading ‘Stop and
think about the little children’, which drew
applause for the sentiments expressed. Gradually
Isaac’s musical slant on soul became more
orchestral with Joy and achieved its apotheosis on
a marathon perambulation of Walk On By, after
eight minutes of which Isaac departed the stage
for a long drum solo. Thinking that he had gained
a false start on me for the Guinness bar, I made
haste also and found not the star but that I had
been preceded by friends no longer anticipating a
farewell drink.

As if not to be outdone in the jazz stakes, Carroll
paid tribute to Billie Holiday with Lover Man. She
followed this up with a song where she had written
her own words to the late Phyllis Dillon’s Don’t
Stay Away – the girls in the audience were singing
the original words as soon as the first bars of the
song were heard.
Janet was back for the slow-dance favourite Rock
The Rhythm, which she addressed to the ladies in
the audience with ’Did you ever come away from
parties with an imprint of the wallpaper on your
arse?’ Carroll selected I’m So Sorry, another
strong number from her first album and Janet
followed it up with Billy Stewart’s I Do Love You.
The title song to Carroll’s first album Hopelessly In
Love was next and she remained on stage for the
final number, Janet’s still wonderful Silly Games. It
was a real crowd-pleaser and the by now ecstatic
audience brought them both back for a delightful
duet on Bob Marley’s Nice Time, an understatement if ever there was one.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR
Janet Kay and Carroll Thompson at
the Jazz Café 23 March 2005
Two queens of ‘Lovers’ Rock’ came to the Jazz
Café to entertain an enthusiastic crowd of devoted
fans of that peculiarly English genre of Reggae.
Janet Kay, who scored a national hit in the UK in
1979 with Silly Games was joined by Carroll
Thompson, who came to prominence in the

Dave Carroll
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standards. Having seen Henry Gray earlier, I
nipped upstairs to catch slide steel guitarist
Freddie Roulette and the curiously named Bo
Dudley. I was more impressed with Roulette’s
guitar playing than Dudley’s singing, but the 45minute set passed pleasantly enough. As I
remained upstairs for several hours, I passed up
the chance to see the aforementioned Henry, also
Dr.Specs Optical Illusion, James ”Blood”
Ulmer, H-Bomb Ferguson (reluctantly, in his
case), Dale Hawkins, (owch!), Johnny Farina (of
Santo and Johnny), Arch Hall, Jr., and Billy
Swan’s set with guests Scotty Moore and D.J.
Fontana (double owch!).

SHOW REVIEW
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at
MY recent travels

Ponderosa Stomp Review Part 1
So, Bunter hits Louisiana at last! Following a fairly
brief but enjoyable trip to Lafayette (where I took
in two good shows by C.C. Adcock and Sonny
Landreth at Grant Street, a local popular dance
hall where Landreth’s new live album was
recorded) the TFTW party hit the road for New
Orleans where this scribe witnessed a few great
shows outside of the main event, the Ponderosa
Stomp. For instance, Marcia Ball at the House Of
Blues on Decatur Street. She and her excellent
band did two sets, the second of which really set
the House alight, with a storming version of
Clarence Garlow’s “Crawfishin’” as part of it (be
sure to check out her hot new live album “Down
The Road”, on Alligator).

Anyway, following Messrs. Roulette and Dudley
was Nokie Edwards of the Ventures who I found
surprisingly enjoyable. Deke Dickerson and his
tremendous band backed many of the artistes
over the course of the event, and he adapted well
to Edwards’ style; indeed, as Nokie’s onstage
announcements virtually amounted to an
occasional grunt and nod of the head, he worked
hard at the between-song patter. We had “Walk,
Don’t Run”, “Hawaii Five-O” and all the rest.
Providing a complete musical contrast was the
typically superb Little Freddy King who included
many of the songs from his set at Burnley last
year, including “Boogie Chillun” and “Hello
Josephine”.

Additionally, there were a few good in-store
sessions at a few of the major record stores; I
caught Harry Hippolyte, Lil’ Buck Senegal and
Henry Gray at the Louisiana Music Factory
opposite the House Of Blues, and no less than
Allen Toussaint (whose latest album is straightahead jazz, and much of what he played was
drawn from it) appeared at Tower Records. Henry
Gray was, of course, one of what’s considered to
be the classic backing band for Howlin’ Wolf, and
he and the only other survivors I know of, saxist
Eddie Shaw and guitarist Hubert Sumlin, did a
great tribute to their former boss in the blues tent
at the Jazz and Heritage Festival (Tom
“Bluesman” Hunter did a good set immediately
before).

Fresh from his evidently successful appearance at
Green Bay, Ace Cannon surprised everyone
(especially me) with a hard-hitting, slick,
professional 45 minutes worth which included
such classics as “Raunchy”, “Blues Stay Away
From Me”, and the inevitable “Tuff”. Great tuff
stuff! I had Travis Wammack down as one of the
principal names of the Stomp to see, and I was
not disappointed. He mixed soulfully sung blues
numbers with signature guitar instrumentals such
as “Firefly” and “Scratchy” played (still) with
devastating speed. Incredible. He was fairly swiftly
followed by the Carter Brothers, nattily dressed in
pinstripe suits and long coats and top hats. Known
to me via their Jewel recordings of “Booze In The
Bottle” and “Southern Country Boy”, they did these
as part of their above-average set, and they
moved around the stage well.

OK then, to the Ponderosa Stomp, held at the
th
Rock’n’Bowl on Tuesday, April 26
and
th
Wednesday April 27 . For this first part let’s look
at who appeared on Tuesday and who of these
people I managed to catch. First act upstairs was
one Larry De Rieux about whom I know next to
nowt and didn’t see, could any attendee let us
have an insight into what songs he performed and
in what style?

Guitarist/singer Classie Ballou was one of the
staff musicians with Excello Records in the late
‘50s/early’60s (many of his solo recordings have
been issued by Ace) and he did a set at the
Stomp of his own and other people’s songs. One
or two of us saw a great couple of sets by Classie
at a bar just up from the hotel where we stayed
called the Circle Club and, just as at the Stomp, at
one point Classie’s five-year-old grandson
Cameron did a spot at the drums and played
pretty good; in ten years time he’ll be kickin’ some

The proceedings downstairs kicked off with pianist
Dennis Binder, who was a member of Ike
Turner’s band in the late ‘50s. His solo set was a
nice, easy-going starter of essentially blues
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band along, believe me! At the Stomp, Classie
introduced special guest Lonnie Brooks who, just
for the night, reverted to his Guitar Junior
persona; therefore we got goodies like “The
Crawl”, “Family Rule and “Roll Roll Roll”, numbers
that it seemed he hadn’t played in a while, but the
overall vibe was still exciting.

Anyway, during the latter part of the song,
Barrence was handed a full can of Budweiser
which he promptly ripped apart intending to eat it!
Once the set really took off, he jumped offstage
and sang, screamed and danced among the
crowd, rolling around on the floor at one point.
What a performer, and what an end to a great first
day of the Ponderosa Stomp 2005! Stay tuned for
Part 2 next issue, plus a little bit on what I got up
to in Memphis. Later Gater!!
Bunter

Link Wray was up next; there had been concern
about his appearance at the Stomp, as he didn’t
seem in the best of health. He turned up, and by
all accounts he wasn’t in the best of health. I
caught the latter part of his act and believe me
folks, he isn’t in the best of health… at least, on
that night. But he rocked the crowd with “Rumble”,
“Run Chicken Run”, “Ace Of Spades” and the
rest, and let’s hope this legendary musician can
rock us for many years to come, even if our
hearing becomes impaired! We love you Link.

Hey, Bunter wasn’t the only one there.
Let’s see what Steve has to say…
th

Plas Johnson – April 26 2005 – New Orleans
Anyone who has witnessed the wonderful
Ponderosa Stomp will be well aware of the
stamina required to last until the early hours and
do the package justice. Therefore, around
3.00am, due to accumulated overlapping between
acts, it was a relatively small crowd that welcomed
the legendary Plas Johnson on stage. The dogged
and devoted were, however, about to be rewarded
by the highlight of the 2005 Stomp.

Due to the late running downstairs, I was able to
catch a little of Hayden Thompson’s set, and
what I heard was fine; artist and band in
reasonable harmony, much better than on one or
two occasions where I’ve seen him in Hemsby. I
missed Brenton Wood (of “Gimmie Little Sign”
fame) downstairs, what was he like, folks? I also
saw only a little of Matt Lucas’ act, a shame, as
he is one of Rock’n’Roll’s great guys and high
entertainment value. Do not miss him if the
chance arises to see him live.
I ventured downstairs to see Lady Bo (real name
Peggy Jones) who paid a good 45-minute tribute
to her former boss (guess) with the help of
Diddley’s ‘50s sticksman Clifton James, then it
was back upstairs again (phew!) to see the last
couple of songs by Joe Clay who bopped away in
front of only a handful of people. A pity.

Backed by the ever-reliable Deke Dickerson and
the Ecco-fonics, Plas opened up with a spirited
‘Night Train’ and it immediately became obvious
that the man was blowing as good as ever. Step
up Barrence Whitfield, who’d done a splendid MC
job throughout the day, to provide the vocals on
some of the many Rock'n'Roll classics that Plas
had graced. After kneeling before the great
saxophonist, Barrence ripped into Big T Tyler’s
‘King Kong’, thus setting the scene for a
memorable set. ‘Justine’, ‘Ko Ko Joe’, ‘Dizzy Miss
Lizzy’, ‘Slow Down’, ‘Sadie Green’, all gems,
especially with those great sax breaks that have
blasted through our hi-fi speakers for so many
years. (Coincidentally, Earl Palmer, who’d
drummed on the Tyler tracks, had been at the
Stomp earlier that day).

Bypassing the closing act downstairs, Blowfly
(whose real name I think is Clarence Reid), I
stayed upstairs to watch the last act. Barrence
Whitfield acted as master of ceremonies on
occasion during the Stomp, the ideal man for the
job, and perhaps not surprisingly, he provided the
best Rock’n’Roll at this year’s event. He was to
perform downstairs tomorrow in his set of
Barrence Whitfield songs, but, to send us on our
merry way, he recruited guest saxman Plas
Johnson to pay a tribute to the Specialty sound, a
sound that Johnson was a major part of in the late
’50s when he blew stellar solos on sides by the
likes of Larry Williams and Don and Dewey. So,
we were treated to blistering renditions of “Slow
Down”, ”Bony Maronie”, “Justine” and “Koko Joe”
and others, including a request for Screamin’
Jay’s “Feast Of The Mau Mau” which was swiftly
and rightly dedicated to Dr. Ike, the Stomp
organiser who, tirelessly it seems, works hard to
keep this gig on track. Huge applause to you sir!

Easing up a little, Plas played a fine version of his
own ‘Last Call’, which had been thrown at him as
a request. ‘Bony Moronie’ followed, with the
Barrence of old jumping from the stage and
throwing himself around like a rubber man. When
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it seemed it couldn’t get much better, Plas and co
began to belt out the intro to Screamin’ Jay’s
‘Feast Of The Mau Mau’. Tailor made for Mr
Whitfield – “take the fat off the back of a baboon,
boil it down to a pound on a spoon” - he grunted
and screamed, ate the lyric sheet and even bit
into a can of beer that was handed to him. Pure
theatre, pure Rock'n'Roll. Closing the set with a
solid version of ‘Peter Gunn’, Plas packed away
his sax, signed a few autographs and quietly
walked off stage at 4.00am, reputation firmly
intact.
Steve Howarth.







On the Thursday it was time to pack my bags, and
head south to Clarksdale on the Greyhound bus.
“You’ll be the only white person on the bus”, folks
had told me. There was one other, and as we took
our seats at the back of the bus it was an
uncomfortable reminder of the days when black
folks would have had to give up their seats to a
white passenger. As the bus sped down Highway
61, the countryside opened out to the flat
cottonfields, and the bus passed by places
indelibly recorded in my mind from blues literature.
I was in the homeland of the blues.
When I arrived at Clarksdale bus station, while I
was waiting to get a taxi to my motel, I met
another visitor to the festival who had no
accommodation booked. I saw him a couple of
days later; he had managed to get
accommodation at the Riverside Hotel, formerly
the hospital in which Bessie Smith had died.
Unable to get a taxi, I had to walk the mile or so to
my motel, lugging my suitcase along State Street
and under the railway tracks. Robert Plant and
Jimmy Page recorded an album a couple of years
later called “Walking Into Clarksdale”. I knew the
experience! Clarksdale is a small town, but many
famous names came from there: John Lee
Hooker, Sam Cooke, Ike Turner and Tennessee
Williams.



SUNFLOWER 1998
PART 1 – WALKING INTO
CLARKSDALE
August 1998. The immigration man at Chicago’s
O’Hare airport asked the usual questions.
Destination? Mississippi. Purpose of visit?
Vacation. But it seems those weren’t the usual
answers. “Nobody goes to Mississippi on
vacation!” he said. Nevertheless he allowed me to
enter the country, and before long I was on a
plane bound for Memphis. As we descended over
the Tennessee farmlands, I could see the railroad
depots with their miles-long freight trains and the
ribbon of the Mississippi River.

I had been in touch with some members of the
internet blues discussion group “blues-l” and
many of them were staying at the same motel.
Some had come from Canada, others from all
over the USA. From nearby Oxford came Dick
Waterman and lawyer and blues enthusiast Tom
Freeland. Dick was involved in the 60’s
rediscovery of bluesman Son House, managed
House, Skip James and Mississippi John Hurt
among others, and continues to look after the
interests of their families. Dick invited members of
the group to his house; where Tom Freeland had
organised a barbecue by local pitmaster Deke
Baskin. As well as barbecued goat and pork
shoulder, there was vegetable biryani and lots of
beer. Besides blues-l folk, guests included David
Nelson of Living Blues, and musician/poet John
Sinclair, and some Oxford friends of the hosts.
The evening ended with a blues jam on the porch
by blues-l members Leonard Watkins, PW Fenton
and Tom Claypool.

I had planned this trip to Clarksdale, Mississippi to
visit the Sunflower Blues and Gospel festival, to
see and hear performances of the music I love in
the places where it was born. A little while after I
had booked the trip I was fortunate to meet at a
concert a native Memphian, who invited me to
stay with his family while I was in Memphis. I was
met at the airport by this man’s wife and children,
who took me to their home in an upmarket suburb
on the outskirts of town, stopping at a drive-in
restaurant on the way to pick up a meal of “the
best ribs in the south”. Over the next few days,
and again when I returned to Memphis from
Clarksdale after the festival, my host took time off
work to show me around some of the Memphis
th
attractions: Chucalissa, a 15 century Indian
village; historic Hunt-Phelan House; and Voodoo
Village (see notes below).

Back in Clarksdale the next day, the festival
opened in the early afternoon (late enough for
some of us to recover from any hangovers). I
wrote about the events at the festival at the time,
and you can read my impressions at the end of
this article. On the Saturday night, after the
festival ended early, another jam session was held
in one of the motel rooms.

We also visited the site of the former Stax studios
in McLemore Avenue, where the Stax Museum
now stands, but which was just a vacant lot when I
went there, with only a plaque to recall the
importance of the place in the history of music. I
spent some time at the Sun Studios in Union
Street. What an experience to stand in that small
room, recalling all the great music that was
created there, and the great musicians who had
created it.

Another insight into the Mississippi way of life was
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provided on the Sunday morning at the motel. The
indoor swimming pool had been closed off to hotel
guests. We discovered why when a group of
people from a local church arrived for a baptism
ceremony. The congregation sang, “Wade in the
Water” and “I Done Got Over” as a succession of
rather terrified-looking children were immersed in
the water.

Motel, where Martin Luther King was shot, which
is now the Civil Rights Museum. This was an
extremely moving exhibit, and an essential part of
any visit to Memphis.
Notes on Voodoo Village: This is the name given
by locals to what is officially known as St. Paul’s
Spiritual Temple in south-west Memphis. The
village is a fenced-off area in a dead-end street,
containing a number of shacks and a bizarre
collection of brightly coloured monuments and
decorations. The Temple is the creation of Wash
Harris, who has built it up over the decades.
Harris, of Afro-American and Native American
descent, is now in his eighties.

Later some of our group drove out to look for
Sonny Boy Williamson’s grave or to visit Stovall’s
plantation to see Muddy Waters’ cabin; others
visited the Delta Blues Museum in the town. On
the Monday I got a lift back to Memphis with
blues-l member Steve Levine. On the way we
visited Memphis Minnie’s grave in Walls, just off
Highway 61.

Visitors are not encouraged and there are reports
of sightseers being attacked, which may be a
reaction to carloads of white youths stirring up
trouble in the area. The friend who took me to see
the place was a little nervous about being there,
and when he saw a car entering the street, he
feared being trapped in the cul-de-sac, so we
made our escape quickly.

Back in Memphis I joined my friend for a family
celebration where I was treated to some homecooked southern specialities. I chose not to stay
at their house this time, preferring to stay
downtown near to the attractions of Beale Street.
This was during what is known locally as “Dead
Elvis week”, when many visitors come to town to
commemorate the anniversary of the King’s
death, so many of the hotels were full, but I
managed to find a room at the Holiday Inn,
opposite the Peabody.
Preston Shannon

See more about voodoo village on the following
website:
http://www.amberjacklanding.com/basement/vood
oo.htm

The Sunflower River Blues and Gospel
Festival 1998
Visitors came from all over the US, and from
th
Canada and Europe to the 11 Annual Sunflower
th
River Blues and Gospel Festival held on the 7 ,
th
th
8 and 9 of August in the historic town of
Clarksdale, MS. The most popular events were
held on the main stage on the site of the old
railroad depot, now known as Blues Alley.

I had the luck to run into a couple I had met at the
Sunflower Festival, Michael Lloyd (no relation) and
his girl friend Alison. We met later for a meal at
the Blues City Café, where I had the largest steak
I have ever seen, and then visited a few local
venues including Rumboogie, and BB King’s,
where Preston Shannon entertained us. The
following morning I visited Graceland – a little
tacky, as I had expected, but still impressive. In
the evening it was BB King’s again, where Ruby
Wilson and the King Beez were performing.

The first day opened with a group of youngsters
keeping the Delta’s blues heritage alive through
the efforts of Johnny Billington, who also
performed at the festival. Johnny was later
presented with an award for his contribution to the
blues, as was Howard Stovall of the House of
Blues. The Wesley Jefferson Southern Soul Band,
without leader Wesley, currently recovering from a

On my last day in Memphis I went to the Lorraine
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serious auto accident, gave a taste of modern
Delta blues. More traditional blues was supplied
by the Jelly Roll Kings, who gave a fine
performance despite finalising the band’s line-up
minutes before going on stage. The excellent
harmonica work and vocals of Frank Frost were
underpinned by the tasteful drumming of Sam
Carr.

Willie Foster

Frank Frost

Johnny Mohead’s brand of blues-rock was not to
my taste, but pleased a large portion of the crowd.
The North Mississippi All Stars, featuring three
members of the Dickenson family, father Jim and
sons Luther and Cody, brought us back to the
blues.
Anticipation was building up for RL Burnside.
Unfortunately, so were the black storm clouds,
and soon rain and high winds forced events to a
premature close just as RL began his set. As the
chances of a resumption faded, the crowd drifted
away. The performances by Burnside, Charlie
Musselwhite, Kinsey Report and Carla Thomas,
deputising for father Rufus, who is recovering
from heart bypass surgery, were cancelled. Those
that explored the juke bars could find RL Burnside
at a crowded “Crossroads”, Charlie Musselwhite
in “Coconut”, T-Model Ford at “The Rivermount”
and, I believe, Robert “Bilbro” Walker at Sarah’s
Kitchen.

As the evening wore on, the out-of-town visitors
began to be outnumbered by the residents of
Clarksdale and surrounding areas. This was due
to the popularity of soul songstress Lynn White.
Wearing a shimmering red dress, she roused the
crowd with a series of funky soul ballads like “Feel
Like Breaking Up Somebody’s Home”.
The night ended with home-town favourite Big
Jack Johnson and his band, the Oilers. An
energetic and entertaining set include classics like
“Turn On Your Lovelight”, “Ain’t Nothing You Can
Do” and “Sweet Little Angel”. A couple of dancers
shaking their moneymakers on stage added to the
fun.
The second day’s performances on the main
stage began with Othar Turner’s Fife and Drum
Band who had just paraded from the acoustic
stage on the back of a truck. At the acoustic stage
Othar had been embarrassed because his fife had
been left at home by a member of his family. Now
a member of the crowd produced a fife he had
originally purchased from Othar, and the band
was then able to play their set to great acclaim.

The acoustic stage
The highlight of the festival for many was earlier in
the day on the acoustic stage outside the Delta
Blues Museum. A smaller but discerning audience
was treated to a feast of down-home Delta blues.
Mr Tater did a set which included “Cocaine
Woman”. Pat Thomas from Leland, whose father
is the well-known bluesman James “Son”
Thomas, deputising for the ailing Lonnie Pitchford,
was a surprise favourite with the crowd, with an
easy vocal manner, sometimes slipping into a
Skip James style. His set included “Big Fat
Mama”, “Good Morning Schoolgirl” and “Catfish

After a set by T-Model Ford, Willie Foster,
nowadays in a wheelchair, played a good,
entertaining harmonica-led set, including several
Muddy Waters favourites.
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Blues”, all of which would reappear in other sets
that day, “Sugar Mama” and “Mystery Train”, and
re-tuning to slide, “Dust My Broom”.
Eddie Cusic, discoverer of Little Milton, started off
with “What’d I Say”, and continued with a number
of familiar blues tunes including “Catfish Blues”, “It
Must Have Been The Devil” and “Ludella”. Johnny
B Moore played a good set of amplified blues
including “Crawling Kingsnake”, “40 Days and 40
Nights”, “Red Rooster” and “Baby Please Don’t
Go”.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

An eager crowd pressed forward for Dave
“Honeyboy”
Edwards.
Accompanied
by
washboard, bass drum and harmonica, Edwards
obviously enjoyed himself as he went through a
set including “Sweet Home Chicago”, “Little Boy
Blue”, “Big Fat Mama”, “Country Man” and “That’s
All Right”. The acoustic stage events ended with a
brief appearance by Othar Turner’s band before
they headed to the main stage.
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The stage events were augmented by an
educational program which included a talk on
“Voudu Lyrics in the Blues” by Phoenix Savage, a
presentation of new theories on the life of Sonny
Boy Williamson II by Professor Mojo (Bill
Donoghue), with some good European TV
performances on video, and a screening of Robert
Palmer’s “Deep Blues” film presented by Robert
Mugge. A popular event was poet John Sinclair’s
reading of some of his poems paying tribute to his
blues heroes.

Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Dick Waterman did a presentation from his
excellent photographic collection, accompanied by
some good stories, told with a great deal of
affection for his subjects.
By Sunday afternoon many of the visitors had left
town. The festival closed with a rousing series of
gospel performances, the highlight of which was a
set by the Bell Singers of Memphis. The small
number of remaining out-of-towners clapped
along with the enthusiastic local crowd.
Alan Lloyd – August 1998.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Footnote: Since I wrote the above article, we
have lost Rufus Thomas, Willie Foster, Frank
Frost, Othar Turner and Lonnie Pitchford. The
Delta Blues Museum has moved from the old
Carnegie Library to a new site in Blues Alley. Dick
Waterman has just published a book of his blues
photographs, with accompanying stories.
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Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
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Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
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Photographs: Frank Frost, Pat Thomas, Blues-L
group?
Research: Deep Blues, Dick Waterman, Son
Thomas.
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The Tales From The Woods
sponsored “Stompin’ USA
2005” Adventure

and accordion guide Ron Guidry. “Miss Ann” in
the middle of Bayou Black was surreal to say the
least! Finding the New Orleans car rental depot
was a nightmare for some. When I had enquired
“Where are the car return depots” I was told about
“three blocks to the left”, and that was correct,
except not for the hire company we were with,
which was the same place as collection. Lee did a
magnificent job driving through the very heavy
rush hour with my erroneous directions. Lee never
drives in the UK, so this must have been a
nightmare. We had a coach parked at the depot
and full marks to the driver who was never going
to leave until Lee and co. turned up – he earned
his tip. We booked into Le Cirque hotel in St
Charles Street and with masochistic glee I
enjoyed the usual wranglings with hotel reception
staff. However being pre-armed with agreements
from the corporate hotel management it was all
sorted.

28 Stompers: Brian & Karen Padfield, Linda &
Dean Roberts, John & Pat Hills, Bob & Pat Lloyd,
Marian & Pete Baxter, Nevin Robinson & Dierdre
Bruce, Kee Foye & Tony Ivory, Barry Parkin &
Eddie Blackie, Alan Lloyd, Martyn Harvey, Ian
McNeil, Lee Wilkinson, Brian Bunter Clark, Paul
Waring, Nick Cobban, John Howard, Steve
Howarth, Ken Smith, Steve Hodge, Ken Major.
Itinerary and briefest of reviews by Ken Major:
Sunday April 3rd, prior vacation meet-up in “The
Stables” pub and restaurant, Kent; slow service
enabled much meet n’ greet holiday banter.
Friday April 22nd - Group assembled at
Continental Airways departure lounge which for
many was their first meet n’ greet. At Houston we
had a change of flight with a two hour long break.
However the plane arrived late causing four to
miss the plane mainly due to stringent customs
and immigration checks, plus confusion as to
where we board the terminal to terminal train. At
New Orleans International we sorted out the prepaid hire cars and the bulk of the guys made their
way to Lafayette. Steve Howarth, who managed
to get another plane within 15 minutes, and I hung
back for the Northern 3, who arrived about an
hour late. Topping that we then had to drive
through some terrific storms, but Captain Linda
was always at the helm and steered us to the
hotel good n’ safe.

Tuesday was “discover or re-discover New
Orleans” with the Ponderosa Stomp starting at
4.30pm. Manic evening as usual with Dr. Ike
attempting to get from one stage to another to
announce whoever was on, which was usually
midway through the act! A Voodoo Priestess
appeared to attract lively business and it is
rumoured Alan Lloyd purchased some special
potion guaranteed to make him look 25 by the
next TFTW meet-up! Bunter and maybe others
will review the shows elsewhere. Everybody had
great experiences, either by meeting the stars and
old acquaintances, or just enjoying the
performances.
Wednesday was another free day to explore and
the final Stomp night. By then guys had visited
Fats Domino’s house, took a fleeting visit to
Algiers, bought up the French Market and actually
found plenty of vinyl. Marcia Ball had us in mind
when she set up an open stage in St. Charles
Street at 5pm, but nobody told her it clashed with
the Ponderosa Stomp!

Saturday April 23rd – Many of the folks dropped
into Fred’s Lounge in Mamou for a mid morning
slice of live rockin’ Cajun, then an eat ‘til you drop
lunch at a local restaurant, then on to Floyd’s
Record Shop in Ville Platte. Evening was the
Lafayette International Festival, a cultural event
with lots of great food stalls and stages erected all
over town. Some of us saw one or two open stage
acts, plus zydeco bands at the 307 club, Grant’s
Dance Hall and El Sid O’s. This was also Barrie’s
60th but true to Edith’s wishes, this was low
profile, Barrie & Edith had first met in Memphis a
few years previously.

Thursday was the only JazzFest day available to
us and several went in the blistering sun for the
experience. Lee, determined to be in the spotlight, had his legs badly sunburned.
Friday and a coach was laid on for the Airport,
then a flight to Memphis via Houston. At Memphis
another coach took us to our swanky downtown
Marriott. A few of us took Nancy Apple’s invite to
Kudzu’s Bar where she was playing and jamming,
great rockin’ country night, but sadly Brian’s
camera disappeared. My loan of a camera to
Brian resulted in double images, but Paul – who
else - came to the rescue with photos of the
evening. Irrespective of me spending time face to
face with the Marriott Hotel management who
confirmed all beds and roll-outs were available,

Sunday, Sam Padfield phoned Frankie Jean
Lewis and a car load of Jerry Lee fans took off to
the Jerry Lee Ferriday home and museum,
arriving in a breath-taking 2½ hours. The guys
kept Frankie chatting for 4 hours then reluctantly
night drove all the way back, a hardy bunch!
Monday, we hit the scenic route to New Orleans,
ate at a Cajun restaurant in bayou country and
took a swamp cruise with a rock’n’rolling, guitar
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Paul had no bed and spent the night on the floor.
Some cheeky wags decided that this was no
problem for entomologist Paul, since he had spent
some of his life on the insect infected ground in
the jungles, and in fact Paul shook this off as a
mere hiccup, a seasoned traveller with a great
sense of team spirit!

related to Dolly Parton! Their trip to Gracelands
was made on the return to Memphis.
On arrival in Enfield I contacted Trailfinders to
discuss the Houston delay complaint, and to their
credit Mr. Billy Archulista of Continental Airways in
Houston phoned me direct to discuss the
problem, and what they could do in the future.
(Put up clearer signs to the train platforms).

Saturday and another 60th birthday, this time
Nevin’s. Somehow the hotel knew this and offered
a surprise wine and chocolate breakfast! Westy’s
bar/restaurant was the popular breakfast and
eaterie where Paul proposed a toast to the finding
of the assumed deleted Ivory Bill(ed?)
Woodpecker, but for some twitchers the highlight
may have been the surveillance of an on form
Lesser Spotted Jerry Lee at the Beale Street
Festival. No cameras are allowed at the festival,
but with a Press Pass, I and several hundred of
the paying audience managed to get some good
shots of Jerry.

Currently I’m helping out with one insurance claim
for Johnny Edwards who had to cancel the trip,
and completing a CD of holiday photos for
eventual distribution to the Stompers. Paul will
invest in some professional software to provide a
holiday DVD, but it will be a while yet. Barrie and
Edith were elated when they received in the mail a
poster from Tante Sue of Fred’s Lounge, and a
holiday reunion will take place, probably in August
when the photos at least will be ready.
Q: Will there be another trip next year?
A: Anybody interested?
email kenmajor.maggots@btinternet.com or tel:
020 8366 7168
Ken Major

Sunday morning saw me fishing on country artist
and producer/writer Keith Sykes’ estate near
Memphis. You will be enthralled to know that I
caught some hard fighting bream on crickets,
different to the European version in that the bream
have a mouth like a piranha and a dorsal fin like a
perch.









SOUL KITCHEN

That afternoon Nick Cobban had hired a car to
take Alan Lloyd and myself to Hopson’s Cotton
Plantation where Willie ‘Big Eyes’ Smith and Bob
Stroger were playing, and 92 yrs+ Pinetops
Perkins was relaxing as a spectator. Alan informs
me that Willie used to play with the Muddy
Waters’ band, and Stroger played with Otis Rush.
On route we stopped at a couple of boot fairs
where our chauffeur deserved to find some nice
vinyl and did including Rudy Ray Moore LPs. We
earlier also met a lady antique dealer who
promised us at least one Elvis Sun 45rpm - this
turned out to be a bootleg.

“Required reading” - John Broven.

THE ICA RECORDS STORY
After a turbulent few years, on Friday 19th
December 1975 adversaries of Stax Records
Incorporated finally administered the deathblow.
On order of the bankruptcy court judge, the doors
of the organisation were forced to close. Soul
innovator Al Bell, a former DJ, President and
Chairman of Stax Records was also alleged to
have conspired to de-fraud a bank of $18 million.
Following a lengthy trial, Bell was exonerated and
cleared of all charges.

That evening we dropped in to Red’s bar where
several black blues guys were jamming and
Perkins again obeyed his father’s instruction never
to play on a Sunday. We had already had our
photos taken on the satanic junction of Highways
49 and 61 where it is rumoured Alan did a deal
with Beelzebub for a case of Aussie lager. For
those interested Satan burned a brand of a cleft
hoof on Alan’s left buttock, this is a TFTW fact.

Al Bell moved to Washington and founded a new
record label I.C.A (The Independence Corporation
Of America) in 1977. In the five years the label
lasted a considerable amount of success was
achieved. Remember 1977 was the height of the
disco boom, and to launch an independent label
against the then current trend was quite a
challenge. It needed someone of Bell's stature
behind it to succeed. Succeed it did releasing
some quality Soul music.

Monday and (for some) a coach took us to
Memphis Airport for the long trip home, via
Houston. But for six others the holiday continued
with several more days in Nashville. John Hills
and Pete Baxter managed to sing and have
videod a C&W repertoire on the Ryman’s Theatre
stage, and they all saw a Grand Ole Opry Show.
Kee Foye was twice stopped and asked if she was

In addition to providing the necessary business
acumen Bell also contributed creatively, although
the artistic mainstay was Monk Higgins (alias
Milton Bland, Vee Pee) who in one or other of his
guises wrote, produced and arranged the majority
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of the labels’ twenty or so releases.
004 Freddy Robinson
I Like To Dance/Knee Bone
For whatever reason he begins quietly with a
dedication "to dear mum from yours truly" then
ploughs into a bass dominated messily arranged
contrived dancer with multi-tracked purring vocal
along the Johnny Guitar Watson, Sly Stone
avenue, ending with an elongated out of context
guitar solo, which is a lot better than the preceding
vocal offering.

Throughout its period ICA's turquoise label waved
the soul banner high, with an unadulterated variety
of releases across the soul spectrum, plus a few
duff uns, mainly all having a prominent rhythm
section and powerful horn arrangements allied to
superb vocals, and to a certain extent mirrored the
Stax and Goldwax formula/ trademark. Most of
the labels’ signings had long recording careers
behind them.
The label made a fruitful start with the their first
three releases being sizeable R&B hits.
Unfortunately, this momentum could not be
sustained, and it was not until the last days of the
label that commercial success was once again
attained. The independent labels’ battle against
the giants forced Bell to move to Little Rock where
operating costs were cheaper. He continued to try
to run the label on a shoestring, struggling against
the advancing modern technology, and soul
trends, but continued to release singles into the
early eighties. In 1982 ICA metamorphosed into
Phono,. Mavis Staples’ 'Love Gone Bad' being its
most well known release.

005 Runette Roberts
She Didn't Know (Some Other Woman Carried
Her Name)/inst version
ICA bounce back with one of the finest releases
from the label. Pushed all the way, feeding off the
male back up vocals as they curl around and echo
each line. Roberts’ performance is brilliant as she
reluctantly comes to terms with the shock that her
indoor sport dude is two timing and already
married. A wonderful piece of soul music.
006 William Stuckely
You Can Count On Me/Disco Fly
Moody deep Southern slow paced song,
performed in gentle bluesy baritone with rippling
piano and sympathetic strings. Nice.

001 Frank Lucas
Good Thing Man/I Want My Mule Back
Frank Lucas was a Country & Western singer
before recording for ICA. Shifting over to soul he
opens the label’s history with 'Good Thing Man',
which was an immediate success, hovering
around the R&B charts for six months reaching
top ten R&B. A grooving hypnotic bluesy gem,
with a punchy horn section swirling in the
background, as our man offers any Gal all night
satisfaction. "I've got a whole lot of yum yum".

007 John Gilliam
Come Back Carol/It's True It's True, It's Only
You
Shuffling beat ballad delivered in plummy warm
dark baritone reminiscent of Joe Simon. This is a
good chunky soulful plodder, and along with some
mesmerising guitar, all adds up to a justifiable
delight.
008 David Dee
Give Me Some Air/Message To You
Disappointing release from Dee. But on the B side
we find a little gem. A simple mid paced melodic
floater, with meaningful lyrics set against a
swingingly lazy laid back arrangement.

002 Margie Evans
Good Thing Queen/part 2
This was the female answer disc to Frank Lucas's
all night grinding. Evan's destroying vocals strut
and testify mightily to the fact that she is one hell
of a lusting woman. Overtly suggestively sexual
and raw, "like a big delicious apple you only need
one a day" the husky voiced fox lays down her
mean dominating sexual sound to a steady brassy
riff. Deep soul of the highest order. "I'll make you
moan".

011 Frank Lucas
Don't Put Out The Fire/I believe It's Time To
Move On
The riff is similar to 'Good Thing Man' with Lucas’s
assured singing, sudden manic spurts into
falsetto, with full production rhythm section, sharp
brass arrangement, hard sax solo, and back up
vocals all adding up to a brilliant driving romp, with
police sirens, and guest female vocalist
screeching as she echoes Lucas's soulful wails
before closing with a party time raunchy sax solo.
Must just pop to the B side for a good ‘n’ beefy
groove, which takes us back to Tyrone Davis
territory For no reason as the forty five moves to
the large centre hole, our female back up singer
from the A side squeals and screams as if she's

003 Vernon Garrett
I'm At The Crossroads/part 2
West Coast veteran sixties hitmaker Garrett, who
seems to have recorded for all the great Southern
labels pops into ICA with a pounding gritty
Southern soul Tyrone Davis type beater. This
hypnotic disc finds Garrett's husky vocal over a
busy swinging arrangement, deciding whether to
get married or not. Horns, flickering keyboards
and merging synthesises combine to create a
highly catchy groove.
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having the most amazing orgasmic experience.

AND MEAN 1989 album, is the best of the four,
both lyrically and melodically, mournfully
executed, grimly hanging onto the edge of
despair.

012 Margie Evans
I'm On My Way/It Can't Be You
Skips along at disco-ish tempo with a cleverly
understated arrangement providing a grooving
backdrop to her gritty Gospel based vocals, which
combines elements of Millie Jackson and Mavis
Staples, then a brief flute interlude leads to a
frantic call and response climax.

Useless L V facts: Nephew of Elmore James. One
of the Dells is his cousin. Spent several years
doing session work at Stax Records. Was part
owner of a steakhouse and nightclub in Chicago.
He had more success as a writer than as an artist.
Big hits from his pen were 'Are You Serious'
Tyrone Davis, and 'Give Your Baby A Standing
Ovation' Dells to name two. He passed on in
November 1994.

015 International Choral Aggregation
ICA Special/part 2
Twaddle

Missing ICA issue numbers are not known to me.

017 Theresa Davis
Daddy Long Legs/part 2
Don't know this one

CD
OF
ISSUE

018 Monk Higgins Orch
My Girls/Rock n Roll Has Got To Go
Don't know this one

THE

Well after a slight lull in quality soul CD releases,
they now seem to be coming fast and furious with
some superb releases. Doris Duke, Homer
Banks, The Ovations, Willie Clayton, which comes
with a free DVD, can’t be bad. Plus the usual
bouquet of compilations from Kent, particularly
CRYING IN THE STREETS, the MIRWOOD
STORY, and DOES ANYONE KNOW I'M HERE.
Plenty to keep starving soul buds satisfied. But my
pick from the last few months is this corker.....

019 Vernon Garrett
Hey Young Girl/Midnight In The City
Our man’s rawness gargles and rasps like a good
un, while the chugging rhythm thrashes beneath
Garrett's salacious tones as it all glides effortlessly
along. I don't know if he's trying to be helpful to
this young thing or get his end away. Probably the
latter.

DON COVAY... SUPER DUDE - THE MERCURY
YEARS VOLUME 1...PLUS.
Shout/RPM

021 Johnnie Gilliam
(Tonight's The Night) Love Will Make It
Right/Thank You For Loving Me
Gilliam comes on sounding like a hybrid of Jerry
Butler on this really good funky bluesy plodder,
with Gilliam's guitar playing prominent, along with
tasty piano, he sings with much conviction.

This for me is the album of the period. One of
Soulboy’s favourite albums of all time which
makes this a very welcome reissue.
Potted history.

022 Edee
When He Calls Me/Make It Last
Lightweight but charming as she sings about the
wonders of the telephone.
023 Chairman Of The Board
Someone Just Like You/Come On And Dance
Pretty close to their early Invictus stuff, nice
shuffle if somewhat repetitive.
026 L V Johnson
It's Not My Time/Let Yourself Go
028 L V Johnson
I Don't Really Care/I Love You, I Want You, I
Need You
Both these releases nibbled the R&B charts, as
the label bowed out. L V's chocolate coated
gravelly rusty nail vocals are tortured and hurt on
these misery ridden slowies. He shrugs his
shoulders on lost and wanna be love affairs. 'It's
Not My Time', later re-recorded on Ichiban COLD

Don Covay was born in Orangeburg, South
Carolina in March 1938, son of a Baptist minister.
He first musical experiences came via a gospel
quartet the Cherry Keys. While still at high school
he joined the Rainbows, who had a local hit with
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'Mary Lee' in 1955. Covay’s solo career began
when Little Richard passed through Washington in
1957, he hustled a job as a warm up vocalist on
the show. Richard was suitably impressed and
signed him up to record under the name of 'Pretty
Boy'. The result was his solo recording debut, the
blistering 'Bip Bop Bip'. Covay soon went back to
his old name, label hopping from Sue, Columbia,
Epic, RCA, Big Top, and Arnold were he had a
small hit with 'The Pony Time' in 1961, but this
original version lost out to Chubby Checker.
'Popeye Waddle' was a 1962 hit on Cameo
Parkway, other 45s on Parkway and Landa fell by
the wayside. A move to Atlantic found successes
with his classics 'Mercy Mercy' in 1964 followed by
'See Saw' in 1965 and lets not forget the
legendary Soul Clan single 'Soul Meeting'. He
signed to Janus in 1972, then moved to Mercury
where he recorded this album 'Super Dude' in
1973.

another man, who the kids call dad. 'I Was
Checkin' Out, She Was Checkin' In'** is our first
soul drenched deepie, a marvellous wailing saga
of double adulterous slipping around about a guy
who's checking out of a motel with his girlfriend
when he spots his wife checking into the same
motel with her secret lover. Southern cheating at
it's soulful best, as is the torturous 'Somebody's
Been Enjoying My Home' follows the same
general lyrical direction, as our man finds
evidence of sexual betrayal around his house,
"what makes me so mad, he drank my last six
pack of beer", the delicate rhythm and lifting hook
will slay every deep fan. Mr C is very upset by this
intruding dude, but wait, he is out slipping around,
so he seems to want his Hovis bread buttered
both sides.

This Album has always been one of soul’s finest
hours. It's self produced, the superb rhythm tracks
laid down at Muscle Shoals, these guys can really
cook, with Horace Ott doing the arrangements,
and comes gift wrapped supplemented by six
bonus tracks culled from the Janus album
DIFFERENT STROKES FOR DIFFERENT
FOLKS, recorded with the Jefferson Lemon Blues
Band in 1972 (The rest of this album is promised
for volume two). What results is one of the year's
best reissue albums. Deep soul a plenty, but first
the opening track, 'Overtime Man' carries on
where Betty Wright's 'Clean Up Woman' left off.
It's an insistent rhythmically stomping super funk
groove, shunning all the usual bump, stomp, or
Phillybeat grooves around this time, it simply
crunches along with a primitive bass-propelled
drive over which Covay’s broke up voice wails,
"when his love stops, mine begins, I don't mind
putting the extra hour in" brilliant.

The bonus tracks are equally as good as the
preceding album, especially the brilliant Atlanticish 'Sweet Thang', and the raw pleader 'Stop By'.
I believe volume two HOT BLOOD has already
been released. Covay suffered a stroke in 1992,
and has since gradually regaining his health.

The unusual 'Don't Step On A Man When he's
Down' is another searing ear pleaser. 'Leave Him,
parts 1 & 2' is a soul masterpiece. It opens with
Covay phoning his already married girlfriend and
pleading with her that she should leave her
husband and meet him. "I'll pick you up, I'll be
driving a Mustang". The dead slow tempo is
perfectly complicated by tingling hovering strings
as Covay double tracks with himself, with tenor
and falsetto shrieking to produce a vocal par
excellence, as he gets so entwined in the lyric that
you would have to go a long way to find a better
example of the word soul. Part two is mainly
instrumental with a few moans and groans thrown
in for good measure. Covay breathes new life into
'Money (That's What I Want)', touches on country
with 'Don't Step On A Man When He’s Down',
semi Reggae rhythms up Chuck's 'Memphis'.

** If you think this is good you should put your
ears to King Bobby Womack’s absolutely
awesome version. One of his greatest recordings
of his long and illustrious career. So intensely
soulful it chills the bone. Then you Womackians
don't need me to tell you that. To be found on
BACK TO THE STREETS Celebrating the music
of Don Covey CD 1993.
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
October 1966 saw the birth of a handful of
releases that were to become soul classics. A
pretty good month I would say.
Homer Banks
Fontella Bass

Lot Of Love/Fighting To Win Liberty 12028
Safe & Sound/You'll Never Ever Know
Chess 8042
James Carr
Pouring Water On A Drowning
Man/Forgetting You
Stateside 545

'I Stayed Away Too Long' is a typical Covay stomp
that steam rolls along. Goodness knows where
he's been, but on returning home the wife's got
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Alvin Cash/Registers
Dixie Cups

Philly Freeze/No Deposit, No Return
President 115
Love Ain't So Bad/Daddy Said No
HMV 1557

Liberty 66129
Fannie Mae/Badmouthin'
Stateside 544
Mercy/Sticks & Stones
London 10085
Turn On Your Love Light/Determination
Stateside 550
James & Bobby Purify
I'm Your Puppet/So Many Reasons
Stateside 547
Sam the Sham/Pharaohs Hair On My Chinny Chin Chin/Out
Crowd
MGM 1326
The Shirelles
Shades Of Blue/When The Boys Talk
About The Girls
Pye 25386
Mighty Sam
Willie Mitchell
Dean Parrish

Lee Dorsey

Holy Cow/Operation Heartache
Stateside 552
Jackie Edwards I Feel So Bad/I Don't Want To Be Made A
Fool of
Island 3006
Eddie Floyd
Knock On Wood/Got To Make A
Comeback
Atlantic 584041
The Four Tops
Reach Out I'll Be There/Until You Love
Somebody
T Motown 579
Bobby Hebb
Satisfied Mind/ Love Love Love
Philips 1522
Jimmy Holiday
Baby I Love You/You Won't Get Away
Liberty 12040
The Ikettes
What'cha Gonna Do/Down Down
London 10081
J J Jackson
But It's Alright/Do The Boogaloo
Polydor 56718
Jimmy James/Vagabonds Ain't Love Good/Don't Know What
I'm Gonna Do
Piccadilly 35348
Ben E King
I Swear By The Stars Above/Get In A Hurry
Atlantic 584046

Billy Stewart

Secret Love/Look Back & Smile
Chess 8045
Booker T/MG's
My Sweet Potato/Booker-Loo
Atlantic 584044
Carla Thomas
B-A-B-Y/What Have You Got To Offer Me
Atlantic 584043
Ike &Tina Turner A Love Like Yours/Hold On Baby
London 10083
Ike & Tina Turner Goodbye So Long/Hurt Is All You Gave Me
Stateside 551
The Velvelettes These Things Will Keep Me Loving
You/Since You've Been Loving Me
T Motown 580
Viola Wills
Lost Without The Love Of My Guy/I Got
Love
President 108

Soulboy’s top five this month would be, not that
easy, Mighty Sam, Jimmy McCracklin, James &
Bobby Purify, Lee Dorsey, and James Carr. No
room for Gary.
Resurrected B sides are two classics, I think so
anyway, Jimmy McCracklin and Mighty Sam. The
Killer has a tasty country outing.
I couldn't leave without mentioning the BBC's
excellent series SOUL DEEP recently shown on
Saturday nights. When the Beeb get it right they
do a superb job. The unseen archive footage was
stunning, and the quality was superb. Soul at the
BBC that followed on BBC 4 has to rate as one of
the best TV Soul compilations I have ever seen.
They also featured the Funk Brothers’ film
Standing In The Shadows Of Motown and the
brilliant documentary Only The Strong Survive.
More please BBC.

Gary Lewis/PlayboysPaint Me A Picture/Looking For The
Stars
Liberty 55914

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Jerry Lee Lewis Memphis Beat/If I Had It All To Do Over
Philips 1521
Jimmy McCracklin
Think/Steppin' Up In Class
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alternate take of ‘The Night Is So Lonely’ by Gene.
There’s an outstanding version of ‘Endless Sleep’
by Eric Todd if you liked Jody Reynolds and also a
fine ‘Cul De Sac’ by Amy Adams, a very good,
swinging jazz tinged (the type I like) ‘Bill Bailey’ by
Dr Tom Butt (real name) as well as a very Carl
Perkins sounding ‘Dance To The Bop’ by Stan
Perkins, Carl’s son. The demos for ‘Woman Love’
and ‘Flea Brain’ make 28 tracks in all but many
are a bit too bland/modernised for me.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
(Any typos will have to be forgiven, as Dan will be
the first to admit his handwriting is not of the
neatest but I think I’ve done pretty well
nevertheless – H)

On Bear #16727 there’s a
fine, long overdue CD by
Freddie Hart, ‘Juke Joint
Boogie’ (1953) featuring
several fine previously unissued tracks among 33
which include ‘Dig, Boy Dig’
and ‘Snatch It And Grab It’
from March ’56, both tough Carl Perkins Sun
rockabilly greats. As the fine Deke Dickerson
notes state, Freddie Hart born in 1926 in Alabama
is still alive today.

Some CDs/DVDs I’d like to recommend.
Link Wray And The Ray
Men - They’re Outta Here Roller Coaster #3032.
25 great 1958 cadence
recordings
including
‘Rumble’, ‘The Swag’ and
the 45 and album that
Archie Bleyer rejected due to his decision that
Link and his Ray Men were a bad influence on
American teenagers. These are the best of all
Link’s recordings in my opinion; fine, rockin’ stuff.

Two more lively rockin’
DVDs (vols 2 and 3) by the
Collins Kids on Bear
20010 and 20015 ‘At
Town Hall Party’ who are
written about by their close
buddy Deke Dickerson
who shares with Larry a
long love of the great Joe
Maphis. These live TV
show recordings were
never meant for public
issue and this should be taken into consideration
and makes the often repeated song or rough
performance/reception acceptable as it is. Great
bass from Joe on vol 3 ‘Stagger Lee’ – wish he’d
backed Jerry Lee! Also wish Jerry Lee had sung
’Sweet Chile’ in the ‘50s. Fine version of ‘Shake,
Rattle And Roll’ and also ‘Shake A Hand’ by Lorrie
and good rockin’ guitar and stompin’ from Larry.

The Howlin’ Wolf Story;
The Secret History Of
Rock'n'Roll - Bluebird DVD
9, B2876-56631-9.
This is truly fantastic. Howlin’
Wolf is my favourite blues
artist of all and this DVD
features previously unseen
performances from his ‘60s
live European shows, plus
live Shindig appearance. He out-wiggles Elvis at
the age of 55 and the man is simply full of rhythm
in all he does. Also featured are Son House,
Muddy Waters, Hubert Sumlin and briefly seen
are Little Walter, Sonny Boy Williams, Memphis
Slim, Willie Dixon, Big Joe Williams, Bukka White,
Jody Williams etc. etc. It’s 90 minutes of very
rockin’ blues that anybody should like.
Speaking of fantastic,
there’s another CD out
on Ace #1018 ‘Gene
Vincent
Cut
Our
Songs’
(subtitled
Primitive
Texas
Rockabilly And Honky
Tonk).
Highly recommended
for great Rock'n'Roll
and rockabilly songs everybody digs. While talking
about Gene Vincent, it reminds me of an excellent
CD Tony Thompson kindly sent me. It’s ‘A
Tribute To Gene Vincent’ on Cleveland Bob’s
Rockabilly Hall Of Fame, volume 5, CD-113.
This features the two live Alan Freed show tracks,
‘Be-Bop-A-Lula’ and ‘Hound Dog’ and a great

Spreading The Word Early
Gospel
Recordings - JSP7733
4 CD set
Vol 1 – Arizona Dranes
(1926/7
Chicago).
Arizona Dranes plays a
fine stride style of piano
with all the fire and
fervour in her right and left hands. Two of her 16
tracks are piano instrumentals like the better
Jimmy Lee Swaggart 1960’s similar gospelish
instrumentals. She is joined by a jubilee singing
group on tracks 7 to 10 and mandolin on tracks 11
to 16. Tracks 7 to 10 are all hot gospel. Her ‘I'm
Going Home On The Morning Train’ from 1926 is
Jerry Lee’s ‘Hand Me Down My Walking Cane’
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and Sonny Burgess’ ‘All My Sins Are Taken Away’
done at Sun. ‘Lamb’s Blood Has Washed Me
Clean’ is a bit like Champion Jack Dupree’s
‘Shake Baby Shake’ (Mama bought a chicken,
thought it was a duck etc.) while ‘I'm Glad My Lord
Saved Me’ is a chant reminiscent of Bo Diddley’s
‘Hold On To What You’ve Got And Get One
More’. Tracks 11 to 16 are more powerfully
recorded (1928) with the piano miked much more
up front and all tracks feature some very
prominent piano pounding solos. The style is, at
times, like Piano Red, strong bass rhythm on ‘I
Shall Wear A Crown’ and ‘God's Got A Crown’.
Both songs bear comparison to ‘I’ll Fly Away’ and
‘This Little Light Of Mine’. Driving beat/fervour
piano solo with doubled up/repeated notes like
Jerry Lee often does on stage. ‘He Is My Story’ is
like’ Mother The Queen Of My Heart’ while ‘I'll Go
Where You Want Me To Go’ is like ‘Jesus Means
All To Me’. ‘I’m Glad My Lord Saved Me’ has a
similar tempo to ‘The Saints’ as has ‘Don't You
Want To Go?’ which is like ‘Jesus Is On The Main
Line’. With ‘Just Look’ these are great spirituals.

‘Denomination Blues:1 & 2’.
Bessie Johnson (6 tracks 1929 Memphis). Very
rough and raw vocal on ‘The Whole World In His
Hand’. Memorable ‘Key To The Kingdom’ and four
others.
Texas Jubilee Singers (2 tracks 1928 Dallas).
This group sing ‘He's The Lily Of The Valley’ and
‘Coming Soon’, both hot gospel from this vocal
group.
Vol 3 Elder Richard Bryant (10 tracks 1928
Memphis). Sermons with vocal group who are
ably backed by numerous instruments. Very
rhythmic, stompin’ gospel driven songs – a
preacher who rants and shouts and just won’t quit.
After a first bible preach for 2 minutes 35
seconds, like Little Richard talks, ‘Saul, A Wicked
Man’ ends up with 35 seconds of stompin’ gospel
as is much the same on ‘The Master Came And
Called Me’ which is kazoo backed. Then it’s
Memphis jug band rhythm ‘n’ rant all the way on
tracks 3 to 10. Outstanding are ‘Come Over Here’,
‘How Much I Owe For Love Devine’, ‘Lord, He
Sure Is Good To Me’, and ‘Watch Ye Therefore,
You Know Not The Day’. ‘A Wild Man In Town’ is
as wild and hot as the title suggests. Dynamite
preaching. His ‘Everybody Was There’ (Memphis
February 1928) ends with a verse of what would
later be ‘Keep A-Knocking’ by Rev Richard
Penniman.

Sister Mary Nelson (4 tracks, 1927 Chicago).
‘The Royal Telephone’ is ‘Jesus Is On The Main
Line, Call Him Up Some Time’. ‘The Seal Of God’
is like a very slow ‘Night Train To Memphis’; the
vocalist is hoarse and coarse.
Holy Ghost Sanctified Singers (4 tracks 1930
Memphis). This features part of Gus Cannon’s
Memphis jug band, Will Shade on harmonica. Of
these songs ‘Sinner, I'd Make A Change’ is like
‘Careless Love’ and also veers towards ‘A
Prisoner’s Song’ or ‘wings of a dove’ by Sonny
Burgess. A similar tune follows in slightly faster
tempo ‘When I Get Inside The Gate’, all excellent
stomps.

Luther Magby (2 tracks 1927 Atlanta). His vocal
is very blues toned on both songs, typical of that
era; it’s up tempo gospel however.
Rev John Blakey (4 tracks 1928 Chicago). A hot
preacher who gets hotter as he rants up a lather.
The group chants in a raspingly strong manner
not unlike the Bobettes for just 45 seconds to be
overtaken by a Little Richard accented preacher
on tracks 14 and 15 that rock on out to the end.
‘The Devil Is Loose In The World’ - man, oh man,
but this is very like Jerry Lee’s sermon to Sam
Phillips at the Sun studio in 1957. This is a
revelation for that reason alone… you can almost
hear someone shout “Rock it out!”.

Louisville Sanctified Singers (2 tracks 1931
Louisville). ‘God Give Me A Light’ is ‘This Little
Light Of Mine, I’m Gonna Let It Shine’ with
rhythmic beat guitar and hand clapping. ‘So Glad
I'm Here’ is the beat tune of ‘Little Liza Jane’
which Huey ‘Piano’ Smith, Fats and Dale Hawkins
all rocked so well.
Vol 2 Washington Phillips (16 tracks 1927
Dallas). ‘Mother's Last Words To Her Son’ is a
wistful, sadly beautiful melody, a feeling when
listening not unlike that of Mississippi John Hurt.
The hybrid piano (Delcolla) of 1902 sounds like
crystal water falls (or a harp to make better
sense). ‘Take Your Burden To The Lord And
Leave It There’ is rich in melody as is ‘Will The
Circle Be Unbroken By And By’ and brilliant. Also
outstanding are ‘I Am Born To Preach The
Gospel’ (this is full of fervour and conviction),
‘Jesus Is My Friend’ (‘What A Friend We Have In
Jesus’), ‘What Are They Doing In Heaven
Today?’, ‘You Can't Stop A Tattler:1 & 2’, and

Southern Sanctified Singers are backed by a
five piece band on the fast beat ‘Soon We'll
Gather At The River’ and fine piano on the
melodic ‘Where He Leads Me I Will Follow’.
Prof. Johnson & His Gospel Singers (4 tracks
1950 new York). Featuring the great Sam Price
on piano, unknown string bass and drums on all
including ‘Where Shall I Be’ - ‘Give Me That Old
Time Religion’ is a fine vocal group version.
Sister Lottie Peavy (2 tracks 1937 San
Francisco). Vocal over a 7-piece jazz band. ‘When
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I Move To The Sky’ has a great jubilee style fine
melody. ‘Nobody's Fault But Mine’ is hot, uptempo, swing gospel sung with a confidence and
sureness in words to God as is often done by
Jerry Lee – the arrogance is in their praise.

I’ve borrowed from in my review. There are 105
tracks on these four CDs. The music is mostly
over 75 years old. All CD covers feature a
substantially built 1910 church building, mostly in
the south, like St Phillip’s African Methodist
Episcopal Church, Savannah, Georgia which
shows from congregations, recordings, and
instruments used that the coloured folk 45 years
after the civil war were pretty well treated. The
gospel music on these CDs is the Church Of God
In Christ which was a Pentecostal based church
founded around Memphis in 1895 and bears
comparison to the Assembly Of God Church Of
Christ Pentecostal based churches that Jerry Lee
Lewis, Jimmy Lee Swaggart, Mickey Gilley, Carl
McVoy Glasscott, Elvis Presley and many singers
we all love also belonged to. The music on these
CDs reflects it too.

Rev. E S "Shy" Moore & vocal group (2 tracks
1928 Memphis). A ranted, preaching sermon for
two thirds of the way then wildly chanted music for
the last third of the songs, jug band backed.
Vol 4 McIntorsh & Edwards (6 tracks). ‘What
Kind Of Man Jesus Is’, an up-tempo skiffle styled
gospel duet stomp. ‘Since I Laid My Burden Down’
(‘Will The Circle Be Unbroken’) a driving spiritual
backed by strummed rhythm guitar. ‘1927 Flood’
is a sort of blues spiritual with the usual fervour on
the remaining three gospel stomps – bit samey.

The box set is highly recommended and it’s cheap
at £14. JSP Records, P.O. Box 1584, London N3
3NW, England. There are also many great blues
box sets on JSP as well as fine hillbilly boogie by
Cliff Carlisle etc.

Jessie May Hill (7 tracks 1927 Chicago). Vocal
with group - her voice is similar to Sister Rosetta
Tharpe but shouted. Well backed by piano and
guitar. A lot of the songs on these CDs have a
similar tune; ‘I’ll Fly Away’ is often the closest one
known to us. (Before buying this box set I’d never
heard of one of these artists let alone the tracks).
A song listed ‘Untitled’ is very like ‘Jonah’ by Sister
Rosetta Tharpe which was issued in Britain on a
1950’s great London LP. Also here is ‘This World
Is Not My Home’, very well known and often sung
by Jerry Lee Lewis on stage.

Not everyone likes gospel; it’s an acquired taste
and something to play alone… in the stillness. But
I’ve liked hot gospel as long as I’ve liked ‘When
The Saints Go Marching In’. I was lucky to hear
Mahalia Jackson and my favourite Sister Rosetta
Tharpe on French radio in the late ‘50s and I’ve
seen Mahalia in the ‘Jazz On A Summer’s Day’
film and also the ‘60’s American folk blues and
gospel caravans. Gospel’s an essential root of
Rock'n'Roll in that it influenced so many artists
from Jerry Lee to Little Richard, Elvis, Carl,
Chuck, Mickey Gilley, Johnny Cash, Jackie
Wilson, Lavern Baker, Ruth Brown, Wanda
Jackson and Bo Diddley (Bo’s brother, the Rev
Bates, is a minister in Biloxi, Mississippi). Hank
Williams, Jimmie Rodgers, Bill Monroe and even
bluesmen like Son House, Georgia Tom, Jesse
Fuller, and Mississippi John Hurt sang gospel.

Goldia Haynes (6 tracks 1950 Hollywood). Joe
Liggins piano, gene Phillips guitar, Eddie Davis
string bass. Six great heavy backing and rhythmic
numbers in the best Sister Rosetta Tharpe vocal
styling = excellence. ‘This Old World Gonna Reel
‘N’ Rock’ is very rocking, lotta piano. ‘Lord, How
Long?’ is bluesy, fine piano and acoustic guitar
rhythm. ‘I'm Going To Hold On’; this gets a vocal
group (as in the Rock'n'Roll groups yet to come)
chanting in the background. Fine medium tempo
vocal and piano as is also featured on the next
Lavern Baker-like vocal track ‘The Truth In The
Gospel’.

Johnny Rivers – The
Memphis
Sun
Recordings
Johnny Rivers Live In
Concert, Memphis July
1991, Soul City Records
Inc. U.S.A.
There’s’ a fine photo of
the old Sun studios and
Taylor’s Café on the cover. This CD has 14 rockin’
tracks. The other six are not so hot at all. Still, it’s
amazingly good for the 14 that I like. But for the
kindness of Mike Robinson I might never have
known or heard this which Mike hipped (put me
wise to) earlier this year.

Laura Henton (6 tracks 1928 Dallas and 1929
Kansas). ‘He's Coming Soon’ is like ‘Where Could
I Go But To The Lord’ backed by piano, guitar and
string bass. ‘Heavenly Sunshine’ is ‘Will The
Circle Be Unbroken’; fine soulful vocal and
rhythm. ‘Lord, You've Sure Been Good To Me’ is a
well known tune that I can’t place. Fine vocal and
accompaniment on this and the rest of the songs;
all very different melodies and very commercial for
the time.
Rev. Joe Lenley (1929 Dallas). The set ends
with two rousing sermon/vocal gospel chants
backed by fine piano.

I had an okay 45 from the late ‘50s called ‘Baby
Come Back’ by Johnny Rivers. Also I never found

Fine liner notes from Keith Briggs whose dates
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his first 45 (1957/58?) on the Natchez, Mississippi
label ‘Hey Little Girl’ backed by the Spades. He
had two other 45s in the late ‘50s on Dee Dee and
th
Guyden. Born 7 November 1942 in New York of
Italian-American family he was raised from age
five in Baton Rouge, Louisiana and his southern
drawl and influences are all real.

faster than slow at least, unlike the ballads before
and after it.
‘Full Moon On The Bayou’ is a bright swamp bebopper full of uplifting beat energy, melody and
driving rhythm, as is often found on Chuck Berry’s
tunes, with the Frogman on piano and Rufus
Thibodeaux fiddling.
‘Goin’ Fishing’. A nice, loping Fats Domino type
rhythm with this song as on ‘Blue Monday’.
Excellent acoustic guitars and vocal.
‘See You Later Alligator’ really solid, big beat,
drivin’ wheel version. Drums up front from Mike
Burch, saxes and hot electric guitar from Sonny
Landreth, good bass by Dave Ransom and
featuring Hammond B3 organ by Phil Chandler all
give this song a new lease.
‘Rice ‘N’; Gravy’ the second CD is made up of
tracks from 1987, 1995 and 1998 recording dates.
This time I like even the slowies and ballads.
Excellent topics covered in these ‘deep think’
songs like ‘Secrets’, ‘I Believe In Angels’, ‘Why
Are People Like That?’, ‘The Jealous Kind’,
‘Ambushin’ Bastard’ and others. Good versions of
his own songs that were million sellers for
Frogman Henry and Fats, ‘But I Do’ and ‘Walkin’
To New Orleans’.
‘Party Town’ is a New Orleans tribute and a
steady Huey ‘Piano’ Smith/Clowns type second
liner with nice jazzy tinged sax and lots of drums.
A party feel as in Fats’ ‘Rockin’ Party’. Solid, man!
‘Love In The Worst Degree’ is a heavy beat,
medium tempo rocker and as often is, driven on
out with feisty guitar to end.
‘Not Ready Yet’ solid backed rocker, good New
Orleans riffin’ saxes/piano and rhythm section
plus usual soulful vocal.

He hit big with good 1964 covers of Chuck Berry
songs ‘Memphis’ and ‘Maybelline’ and Harold
Dorman’s ‘Mountain Of Love’ – he also did fine
versions of ‘Sea Cruise’, ‘Rockin’ Pneumonia And
The Boogie Woogie Flu’ and ‘Blue Suede Shoes’
in 1971, 72, 73. The really outstanding song on
Memphis Sun Recordings is again a Chuck Berry
number ‘(Go, Go, Go) Little Queenie’. This may
well be his greatest all time rocker, it’s very good,
especially instrumentally. Some other great
rockers on this CD are ‘Mystery Train’, ‘Trying To
Get To You’, ‘That’s All Right Mama’, ‘I Forgot To
Remember To Forget’ (a very good, feelingful
version), ‘Boppin’ The Blues’, ‘Honey Don’t’, ‘Big
River’ (fine version), ‘Matchbox’, ‘You Win Again’,
‘Break Up’, ‘Memphis’, ‘Mountain Of Love’ and a
fine new rocker that’s a bit like ‘Jailhouse
Rock’/’Milkshake Mademoiselle’ called ‘Tearin’
The Drive-In Down’ that you’ll dig.
Bobby Charles – Last
Train To Memphis –
Proper CD016
As usual some fine
punchy, funky rockin’
New Orleans style
music on two CDs for
£8. Special guests
include Fats Domino,
Clarence ‘Frogman’ Henry (on piano) etc.

Malcolm Yelvington
- There’s A Little Life
Left In This Old Boy
Yet – 706 Records,
Sun
Studio,
Memphis
1997
(U.S.A. release)
Mucho thanks to my
ole amigo (well, not so
old) John Ware (D.J.)
and Paul ‘Dixie Dan’ Danbury for hipping me to
this great sound. It’s another must of course or I’d
not go flapping off at the gills about it otherwise.
Great spoken intro and outtro too! It’s got 16 fine,
sincere tracks from the late Malcolm who Jerry
Lee has proudly backed on stage on piano. I even
like the slow songs on this as they’re not “poppy”
slowies like the six I did not list by Johnny Rivers.
So all I can say is try to get this too. Fine version
of ‘The One Rose That’s Left In My heart’ that
Jerry does so well. Rockers include ‘Fast Livin’,
‘Yakety Yak’, ‘It’s Me Baby’, ‘Rockin’ With My
Baby’, ‘Hillbilly Rockin’ Man’, ‘There’s A Little Life
Left In This Old Boy Yet’, ‘My Happiness’, ‘Love
Me Tender’, And ‘Walk, Talk Song. You’ll dig!

‘Last Train To Memphis’ starts with a call, “All
aboard”. It’s a train song, not unlike Doug Sahm’s
(R.I.P.) ‘Is Anyone Going To San Antone?’
tunewise. It’s a tubby beat tribute to Elvis Presley
tastefully done.
‘The Legend Of Jolie Blonde’ is steeped in the
mistiness of the bayou. Its raw, sincere feel brings
it all back home. Fine vocal, fiddle by Rufus
Thibodeaux, accordion Pat Breaux, slide acoustic
guitar Martin Simpson, acoustic guitar Geoff
Muldaur, bass David Hyde.
‘I Spent All My Money Loving You’. This is a very
heavy beat number with a big, big sound from
saxes, guitars, piano (solo), bass, drums etc. This
CD is new recordings and this has today’s
fullness.
The next three tracks are slowies and not for me.
‘Don’t Make A Fool Of Yourself’ is a medium
tempo rocker New Orleans style, fine piano by Joe
Krown and like all 15 tracks on this CD is written
by Bobby Charles (Guidry) as indeed are the 19
tracks on the second CD.
‘Forever And Always’ is heavy funky big beat and
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‘Steady Rolling’ Bob Margolin, ‘Mookie’ Brill on
bass guitar and drummer Willie ‘Big Eyes’ Smith
with Hubert Sumlin, James Cotton and ‘Pinetop’
Perkins. Legends indeed, as they proceeded to
rock the joint, which was crammed with over a
thousand heaving bodies. Amongst the numbers
featured were Killing Floor and Sittin’ On Top Of
The World from Sumlin who picked his guitar
keenly, Chicken Shack and Big Fat Mama by
piano pumping Perkins and Harmonica Boogie
from lusty harp blowing Cotton. To witness these
guys in full flow was something else, and it is
incredible that they can still put on such a
sparkling show in their so-called twilight years.

Finally and briefly you’ll also dig a Billy Lee Riley
CD of re-recordings (and very much the same as
in the ‘50s) of his Sun material called ‘One More
Time’ released in the U.S.A. Chris O’Dodd played
me this at his place and help… gasp… gulp… I
still need a copy of this CD.
A final sad word from Dan - my truest sympathies
go to Mick ‘Johnny Reb’ Hersey on the sad loss of
his son Vincent to cancer recently. Pall bearers
were none other than Roddy ‘Hot Rod’ Baker,
Charlie Fry, Mick’s other son Clinton, Pete Bell,
Brenda O’Neill and 200 were there on the sad day
with Mick ‘Rockin’ Sticks’ who’s one of England’s
rockingest people and a dear friend of mine and
Chris O’Dell and many others.

Sunday saw a surprisingly good acoustic set from
Tony McPhee with some vocal assistance from
Joanna Deacon, despite the somewhat macabre
tone of numbers such as John Lee Hooker’s
Graveyard Blues and Son House’s Death Letter
and O Death!

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey






Canadian vocalist Diana Braithwaite put on a
highly entertaining performance and was joined on
stage by Lightnin’ Willie towards the end of her
set. Paul Lamb and the Kingsnakes were in
formidable form with the leader showing off his
acclaimed harmonica skills.



SHAKY LEE'S
SEPTEMBER SCRIBBLE

Mike Sanchez got the crowd on their feet in a
roaring finale from the opening Down The Road
Apiece to the encore of Let The Good Times Roll,
a duet with Imelda Clabby. With another twenty
songs in between including a pulsating Sapphire,
a rousing Louie Louie and a heartfelt rendition of
It’s Raining from Imelda the entire set was a pure
delight. Oliver Darling was excellent on lead guitar
standing in for the indisposed Andy Sylvester.

th

The 7 Maryport Bitter & Blues Festival
29-31 July 2005
Being partial to real ale and live music I readily
concurred when Linda suggested giving this one a
go. Held in a scenic setting on the west coast of
Cumbria the main stage is based in a marquee by
the marina. Within walking distance are over a
dozen pubs around town forming a blues trail with
plenty of bands showcasing their stuff.

Away from the main stage the one act that we
caught a couple of times is worthy of mention, the
quirky Ben Ruth, a lively vocalist and harmonica
player. Backed by guitar, bass and drums he leapt
around like a man possessed and played a sort of
punk rock/Chicago blues hybrid.

Friday evening at the marquee stage included
Italian-American slide guitarist and harmonica
player Studebaker John & the Hawks, and the
remnants of a couple of British sixties bands.
Animals and Friends with original drummer John
Steel and a brand-new keyboard player were
much better than anticipated, and the Yardbirds
were pretty good too.

But what about the beer I hear you ask. Well, the
main sponsor is Jennings brewery based in
nearby Cockermouth. So the tawny coloured
malty Jennings bitter and the slightly stronger,
paler and fruitier Cumberland Ale were quaffed
with relish. However, despite opposition from
CAMRA Jennings has recently been taken over by
Wolverhampton and Dudley Breweries. It is not
currently known whether this might have a bearing
on the organisation of next year’s festival.

American artists appearing the following day were
led by the irrepressible Lightnin’ Willie & the
Poorboys. They may be a different bunch of
Poorboys now but for a small band they produce a
big sound and founder William Hermes still wields
a mean guitar and sings with energy and feeling.
Making his British debut, Dave Weld proved to be
a very capable guitar player with quite an
expressive voice.
The festival headliners followed, billed as
Legends of Chicago Blues, comprising guitarist

Lee Wilkinson
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UK ROCK

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

UK Rock magazine is the mag of choice for
people who attend jive and Rock’n’Roll clubs up
and down the country, containing news of fifties
stars still active and the new generation of
Rock’n’Roll bands who are keeping the music
alive.
With controversial columnists, gig guides, festival
and weekender news, CD releases and reviews,
tour information, current Rock’n’Roll charts and
more, UK Rock has been bringing the good word
about today's fifties Rock’n’Roll scene to 3,000
readers for the past 11 years. However, we are
always looking for new subscribers, advertisers,
reviewers, letter-writers, photographers and
distributors.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Subscribe direct at www.ukrock.net for just £20 a
year, write to PO Box 2113 Leigh on Sea SS9
5WW United Kingdom, or if you attend a jive club
regularly and they don't at present sell UK Rock
become the envy of your peers by becoming a
distributor and earn money at the same time.
Details from the above address or telephone
01702 512512 in the UK.





'Tales From The Web'

The September edition has
an in-depth interview with
Terry Dene and his photo on
the front, and the October
edition features Marty Wilde.
A big 32 page read, and all in
glittering monochrome for
added authenticity. And if you
think that sounded like a plug,
well, it was. Thank you for
your time. Rock on chillun.









Beards Blues @ Jack Beards
www.tftw.freeuk.com
As you’ll find mentioned in The Buzz, we’re in
need of a web designer/maintainer. When
FatBellyPeat passed on the reins to Eddie
Bowser, we were promised big things.
Unfortunately, they never materialised and all
Peat’s work over many months was sadly
neglected. What we’re looking for is someone
who works cheap, but works hard (don’t want
much, do we?). Have you (or has someone you
know) always harboured a desire to host a
website but never had enough content to make it
worthwhile? Well, now’s your chance. Become
part of the industrious 'TFTW' family and make
Keith’s site your own. Give Keith a ring on 020
8460 6941 or email the usual address.
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.







76 Mitcham Road,
Tooting Broadway,
London SW17 9NG
(just down the road from
Tooting Broadway tube)
Info: 020 8460 4907
Doors open 8:30
(some tickets cheaper in
advance)
th
Sep 17 – Boccigalupe and the Badboys - £8
th
Sep 24 – Otis Grand’s Big Blues Band - £10
th
Oct 15 – Big Joe Turner and his Memphis Blues
Caravan featuring Ladonna Smith (USA) - £ 10
th
Oct 29 – Paul Lamb and his Kingsnakes - £10
th
Nov 19 – Stan Webb’s Chicken Shack - £10
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Hodges Hits Back

 In 1967 I was booked to help out on a Jack
Good TV show. I had to rehearse with the
band and tell Jerry Lee what was what when
he came over. His comment was, “What do
you need me for if you’ve got the Killer here?”
 He did a show at Kempton Park that year. Me
on bass, Mick Burt on drums and Kenny
Lovelace on guitar. Those who saw it say it
was the best band he’d ever had. Kenny
Lovelace remembers it to this day. “You hadn’t
heard ‘What Made Milwaukee Famous’ Chas
but you just said ‘Set me in sight of the piano
and I’ll get it’. You sure did. Like you’d been
playing it all your life!”
 Jerry Lee’s comment to Mick was, “Best
drummer I’ve ever worked with!” Dave was
there. He remembers this. Kenny Lovelace told
me a few years back that Jerry Lee quotes me
as his favourite bass player of all time but
knew I’d make it when I finally got down to the
keyboard.
 Jerry Lee predicted ‘Ain’t No Pleasin’ You’ to
be a hit after seeing it on TV when in England
at the time. “That’s a good song Chas.”

th

8 July 2005
Dear letters,

So what else? Oh yeah. He asked me to sing
harmony with him on the London Sessions album
on which I played bass and piano. He called me
onstage at The Rainbow in 1977 to play bass for
him as the bass player he had “Can’t even play
‘Mammy’!” as he put it.

On September 17th my Rock'n'Roll Trio (Chas
Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio) were booked to do the
Cadbury Club in Birmingham. But it was pulled.
Why? A few pathetic turds put pressure on the
club owner saying that I am not Rock'n'Roll and if
I appeared there they, and they would get others,
would boycott his club. This letter is intended for
them and I’m hoping that through your magazine
they might get to read it.

Jack Clement, who discovered Jerry Lee at Sun
Records, just happens to be a big Chas & Dave
fan. He flew to Cleveland, Ohio to see us last
April, came to see us in Edmonton and asked
specially to sit in. He did and it was great.

Now listen here you wankers, whoever you are,
you might go about in the right kit and probably
have an impressive Rock'n'Roll vocabulary but if
you haven’t got the main thing, then all is
meaningless. You obviously haven’t got the main
thing… Rock'n'Roll ears.

Anything else? Oh yeah. Just came back from
Nashville. Produced an album with all the original
Crickets and Mike Berry. J J Allison say me and
him work together like him and Buddy used to. I’m
going back in November to do a Rock'n'Roll
album with J J.

Here’s what I did.
Started a skiffle group in 1956 and became
probably the first skiffle group to do Rock'n'Roll
songs like ‘Rip It Up’ and ‘Long Tall Sally’.
 Saw Jerry Lee Lewis in 1958 and he changed
my life. I had to become a piano player like
him.
 Five years later was in his backing band, The
Outlaws, playing bass.
 I was learning bits of piano from his records.
Now I could see it at first hand. Watching his
hands on that tour of England and Germany
every night. Six feet away. I nervously played
him some bits one day. He smiled. He put me
right on a few things. He was now my piano
teacher!

I forgot to mention I was on the road with Gene
Vincent in the ‘60s. We wrote songs together. So
there you are. Chas Hodges ain’t Rock'n'Roll?
But why all this over a few wankers? I wouldn’t
bother normally but they lost me a Rock'n'Roll
gig. AND THAT MAKES ME MAD!
So don’t do it again, will you? Leave real
Rock'n'Roll to those who derive real feeling from
the beautiful music that is called ROCK'N'ROLL.

Chas Hodges.
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Another Letter from America

Waxo’s Other Tit Bits

th

18 July 2005
Hi,

Billy Adams Records New CD for Wild Hare
Records
(Nashville) Billy Adams has just completed
recording sessions for an as-yet untitled album at
the New Hope Recording Studio, in Berkley
Springs, West Virginia.. The recordings are
scheduled for a September CD release on Wild
Hare Records.
Adams is recognized as one of the pioneers of
early rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll, and the songs
that he recorded at the sessions demonstrate the
different sounds that he fused together to create
his own unique sound in the '50s, and early '60s.
Adams' signature song, "Rock, Pretty Mama," is
considered a classic example of primal rockabilly,
and it has propelled his career along since he first
wrote and recorded it in 1955. It was released on
Quincy Records, in November 1957.

Nancy Apple with her band
I am so glad that everyone is okay over there. It is
so crazy all the random violence these days.
Much different from when I was a kid. Maybe it
would be best to move over to the farm, be a
hillbilly with no TV or radio to know what craziness
is going on, but I guess that would just be avoiding
reality, something most people drink beer for.

The new album project was co-produced by
Adams, Wild Hare owner, Dave Moore, and
Adams' long-time manager/drummer, Clif Doyal.
The 14 songs that were cut were all penned by
Adams himself, and are a mixture of the varied
musical styles that have influenced him over the
years. Included are prime examples of roots-rock,
vintage Rock’n’Roll, Americana, and gospel.
Drawing inspirations from his Appalachian
upbringing, Adams wrote songs for the project
that tell stories about his life, his family, and his
rough-and-tumble experiences as a teenager
playing music on the road with his band at the
dawn of Rock’n’Roll.

Sounds like the birthday party was a success. I
don’t usually do much on my birthday these days
the older I get! If you see Brian be sure to tell him
I am going to send him a proper letter eventually,
seems like I get so many distractions. I also got
the review in the mail from Maurice that was
GREAT!!!
Looks like I have a handful of friends there now. I
just need to come visit, show up at your pubs with
my guitar and try to win over England one beer
drinker at a time.
I am working in the studio today trying to get some
accordion on the new record. Will keep you
posted on when that sucker gets done.
Nancy Apple

Highlights from the upcoming release include
"When Mama Started Rockin'" and "Hey, Little
Connie," both in the real authentic rocking style
that Adams is best known for. He also pays
homage to one of his guitar influences, Merle
Travis, in the bouncy "Studebaker Boogie," and
the piano stylings of Smiley Lewis with "One of
These Days." Adams draws on his own family
roots for the Johnny Cash-flavoured song written
about his father, "The Ramblin' Man," and a
hillbilly gospel waltz entitled "One of Mama's Old
Songs," penned for his mother. Adams also pulls
out some rockabilly with "Rockin' Little Mama,"
some real primitive Rock’n’Roll in "If You Don't
Know Bo Diddley," and swamp-stomp intensity in
"Long Rough Road." And finally, he lays claim to
two future dance floor hits with "It's Over Now,"
and "Forgetting You," both destined to become
classics. The album also features some of Adams'
first Rock’n’Roll recordings on the piano.

Ken Major, Hardrock Bunter, Nancy Apple,
Paul (insect doctor) Waring









For more information about the upcoming Billy
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Adams release, please visit Wild Hare Records at:
http://www.wildharerecords.com/.

of you) provided the expected oddball mixture of
sounds along with a wild kat from Bristol (sorry,
didn’t catch your name). They played many a
rockin’ track at a volume which would even make
the Hemsby DJs wince, sending 'Tales From The
Woods' very own Funkster scurrying home early
for his mug of Ovaltine. With the windows wide
open, it for sure must have been heard all over
Covent Garden, teaching the kids out in the street
sitting around in over-priced bars and cafés how
ole Rock'n'Rollerrs party in a manner they could
only dream. Even Mark Lamarr let his guard
down, doing a bop with a big smile on his face.
Great to see Don The Rockin’ Cop, first time since
1965 I guess, in the company of Lady Fay. Been
quite a bit of water under the bridge since our
paths last crossed.

Carlo Little Dies
It is with great sadness that we have to inform you
of the passing of the legendary drummer Carlo
Little. Carlo passed away at 2.05am on the
morning of the 6th August 2005 at St. Claire's
Hospice in Jarrow, Tyne & Wear. Carlo was only
67 years old and had suffered from cancer in the
latter part of his life.
He was best known as the drummer with
Screaming Lord Sutch and the Savages from
1961 to 1970. He started his career with the
Rolling Stones before Charlie Watts joined the
band. In 1963 Carlo joined the Cyril Davies group.

th

A week later come Sunday 26 June, our very
own Mr Angry threw the gates of Angry Mansions
open, allowing us revellers to party in the grounds
on what proved to be a beautiful sun-drenched
afternoon. A very special thank you must be
passed on through these pages to John ‘Mr Angry’
Howard’s lovely wife Mary who spent much of the
day providing us hungry gluttonous Rock'n'Rollers
with food so delicious that only someone of Mary’s
skill could provide. Hardly surprising you both look
so well.

He also taught the late Keith Moon of The Who
how to play the drums. Carlo played with
numerous bands over the years and had many
lifelong friends.
Please read the life story of this legendary
drummer on his website at www.carlolittle.com.
We will miss him so much he was a lovely bloke
and a good friend. Our thoughts go out to Iris his
wife and his family at this sad time.
In sympathy,
Dell & Karen Richardson (Radio Caroline).







Great to see one of 'Tales From The Woods' most
loyal subscribers, Rockin’ Ronnie Cowles (thank
you for your kind donation to the magazine
Ronnie). Our very own personal photographer
Paul Harris spent much of the afternoon snapping
us party folks in full flow; the result of his skill will
no doubt appear in a near future edition. That
fountain of knowledge on all things blues Dickie
‘Blues Boy’ Tapp, known through these illustrious
pages as ‘The Rooster Crowed Over Burgess
Hill’, gave a rare one-off appearance with
Soulboy, Jazz Junction, Waxo Wilkinson, Shaky
Lee
Wilkinson,
Hardrock
Bunter,
The
Unacceptable Face Of The Loony Left Tony
Papard, Darren Vidler, marketing manager Ken
Major and Dave Travis to name but a few. With
such weight of talent treading the Essex soil it was
indeed a miracle it did not create a landslide. Yet
th
again a wonderful way to welcome in the 60
year. Never has the motto of the magazine
‘Remember – you’re only young twice’ rung more
truely than in recent years.



The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.
Hi, great to see you again. Editor here with your
usual dose of gig news, along with greetings and
gossip.
What a great night in ole Covent Garden, the
upstairs function room of The Prince of Wales to
be precise, where we all gathered to celebrate the
th
60 birthday of legendary ‘Tales From The
Woods’ contributor/subscriber, steam locomotive
cuddler, the Howlin’ Moondog himself, Paul
Sandford. What a wild night it was back on the
th
18
June. The Corndraggers from Bristol
entertained the throng of partygoers on this hot,
steamy evening with a mixture of hillbilly and
rockabilly. Willie Bages, the eccentric DJ with the
converted shopping trolley, on leave from The
Pillars of Hercules near the Charing Cross Road
(a favourite pre-Borderline watering hole for many

Barely time to clean our Rock'n'Roll shoes before
they were back on our aching feet for, on Friday
th
8 July at the 'Tales From The Woods' official
function room at the King and Queen, Foley Street
th
W1, Brian ’Hardrock Bunter’ Clark’s 47 birthday
party. Although it was just a day after a few
homegrown terrorists chose to blow their innocent
fellow citizens to pieces on tube trains and buses,
we had a good turnout despite the circumstances.
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th

But with Group Captain Biggles and his faithful copilot Ginger flying above our heads, often offering
us a wave from the open cockpit of their Spitfire
aircraft, we had little to fear from over zealous
stray bomb planters.

into his 66 year; belated greetings Paul. Likewise
for long time subscriber, occasional Friday night
gatherer Mike McDonald (or ‘Scottish Mick’ as he
is generally known, presumably to avoid confusion
with legions of other Mikes, Micks etc) our warrior
th
from the Glens passed 38 on May 28 .

Commiserations must go out to a few who could
not make the above mentioned events for various
reasons.
Erstwhile
Rock'n'Roll
promoter,
entrepreneur, playboy Dave Webb was unable to
attend Paul Sandford’s birthday bash after the
sudden sad death of his loyal pet goldfish,
Milkshake Mademoiselle. Incidentally, Milkshake
laid in state for a week before being buried amidst
much pomp and circumstance in the family
garden.

Right hand man of the wonderful Juke Blues
Magazine, but who amazingly still finds time for a
near regular column in these esteemed pages,
Dickie ‘Blues Boy’ Tapp of Burgess Hill, Sussex
th
th
celebrated his 59 birthday on June 16 . A dozen
th
days later another birthday on the 28 for long
time subscriber Angela Robinson, residing in the
historical seaside town of Hastings, a mega Elvis
fan. No doubt the Tupelo, Mississippi Flash would
be singing just for her on this special day.
By the time we get to print Nikki’s birthday on July
th
26 will have passed. Naturally far too much of a
gentleman to reveal a ladies age, I will simply say
Nikki is 23 years older than she was in 1982 and
will never be more than sweet seventeen.
th

July 28 saw 'Tales From The Woods' marketing
st
manager Ken Major enter his 61 year (is it really
a year since your retirement/birthday bash at The
Royal George? Time flies don’t it when we are all
forever young). I of course first met Ken at an Izzy
Bonn gig at the Wood Green Empire when I was
18 months old. Despite a great deal of water
under the bridge we are still gigging, still rockin’.

Milkshake Mademoiselle lying in state
(well, in an ashtray then)
Commiserations also to Tony ‘Waxo’ Wilkinson
who was unable to attend Hardrock Bunter’s
birthday party, obliged by family commitments to
attend the Mike and Bernie Winters show at the
Winter Gardens on Canvey Island. A great
evening I am sure with special guests Freddie
Mills and Elsie and Doris Waters, the whole
package compered by the wonderfully overtalented Pete Murray.

Birthday greetings for August go out to Calum
‘Grunge’ Russell up there in bonnie North West
Scotland, the tree hugging, pagan dancing Jerry
rd
Lee Lewis fanatic was 30 on the 3 . Missed our
real ale summer solstice drink this year Calum,
th
trust everything is fine. August 15 saw the man
who had spent so many years of his life with his
legs wrapped around telegraph poles, Martyn
Harvey of the pretty little seaside town of St
Leonards, Sussex gain another year. Hope you
nd
had a brilliant 62 .

Likewise to Dr Charles Dale who was reluctantly
turned back from Woking railway station by
sobbing station staff, pleading for the good doctor
not to place his life in danger by travelling to
London; they felt the loss of such a prized man of
medicine would be more than their community
could bear.

Quite a number of you folks have been on the
move of late causing havoc with the 'Tales From
The Woods' mailing list. Luck and happiness in
your new homes are sent to;
Ralph and Hilda Edwards of Shrewsbury,
Shropshire.
Tireless contributor Neil Foster now residing in St
Helens, Lancashire.
Also on the move Steve Howarth and family of
Burnley, Lancashire.
Recently retired John LUPTON now spending
many a day of leisure in that gem of the Sussex
coastline, Eastbourne.
Moving much further afield Kristof Fabry has
chosen to plant his roots in the Scottish capital of

Overheard on BBC radio London as we write Sly
and the Family Stone invented the slap-bass
technique… I kid you not.

Now for a couple of birthdays which we
overlooked for issue 45. Grovelling apologies go
out to Paul Harris, 'Tales From The Woods' very
own genius of the lens. Despite looking as though
he has barely entered middle age, Paul is now
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Edinburgh.
Matt Slade, he of Marffa’s Muffins, has upped and
walked the short distance to a new home in
Croydon, Surrey.
Resting film director Errol Smith who, unlike his
colleague Michael Winner, refuses to sell his soul
to television adverts has left his old stomping
ground of Romford for the nearby town of Grays,
Essex.
Erik Peterson, a loyal subscriber from Sweden,
has moved into a new home with his girlfriend in
the town of Elfvikenbrobakovagen. Harry, who of
course is fluent in all Germanic/Scandinavian
languages, will pronounce it correctly for us all.
(Of
course,
Keith.
It
is
pronounced
Elfvikenbrobakovagen – H). Best of luck to you
both. Erik, thank you for your CDs, letters and
American Music Magazine that pops through my
letterbox as regular as clockwork (unlike another
magazine I could mention – H).

recently contacted the 'Tales From The Woods'
hotline with the following enquiry. Recently viewing
the ’50 Years Of ITV’ documentaries on the box
there were a couple of clips from the ‘Oh Boy’
Rock'n'Roll shows of 1958 (not the ones which
come from the only supposedly surviving master
tape) one of which was Marty Wilde performing
Ricky Nelson’s ‘It’s Late’. So, contrary to popular
opinion, is there more than one complete section
that has survived? Gordon has asked for you all to
throw a little light on the matter. If you know the
answer to this riddle give Gordon or myself a Buzz
(excuse the pun) and put us out of our misery.

No matter what you might think of London Mayor
Ken Livingstone, I defy anyone not to be moved
by the two stunning speeches he gave, the day
th
after the bombings on the 8 and at the Trafalgar
th
Square vigil a week after on the 14 . By
comparison anything that Prime Minister Tony
Blair had to say paled into insignificance.

Gordon with Paul Dyer

Long time ‘Tales From The Woods’ subscriber
Bernard Donovan of South Wales, the man with
the speaking voice of the late British actor of
acclaim, Richard Burton, Bernard who has never
failed to send American ladies of every
conceivable age into spasms of uncontrollable
desire upon speaking barely more than a word,
was hospitalised for quite a serious operation
earlier this year. We are pleased to announce
here at the editorial board that Bernard has made
a full recovery and is out there rockin’ like a new
man.

Many of you have asked what has happened to
the 'Tales From The Woods' website. Well, sadly
the answer has to be “nothing”. Eddie at present
seems to be incapable of fending off his demons,
unable to concentrate on anything other than what
he snorts up his nostrils. I suspect any change is
unlikely for the foreseeable future so we need
your help folks. Is there anyone out there or
maybe you know someone (bearing in mind we do
run to a very tight budget) who could take on the
website at least for the time being? Please do not
hesitate to contact us via the usual channels.

At the time of writing a considerable number of
business ventures are under negotiation for 'Tales
From The Woods' plc. Currently we are
considering plans to stage gigs on Sunday
evenings at the legendary 100 Club venue in
London’s Oxford Street which, if all goes to plan,
will be kicking off between mid to late October
with either Barrence Whitfield or Lazy Lester
(maybe both). Also talks are taking place in
conjunction with our good friend and ‘Tales From
The Woods’ contributor/subscriber, Rock'n'Roll
star, publisher, record label boss, Dave Travis to
present the first ever Rock'n'Roll awards dinner.
Country music has the CMA award, the blues has
the W C Handy to name but two, held on an
annual basis so why not Rock'n'Roll? It will indeed
be a first, not just in the UK but in the entire world;
a project which we here at the editorial board are
both proud and very excited about.

Taxi Maxi of SW14 has a considerable collection
of that one time bible of the hippy movement ‘IT’,
or International Times to give it its full title, for
sale. If you are interested you can contact Taxi on
020 8876 1266 weekdays between 9am and
midday or 10am and midday on weekends.

I still have a vast number of New Musical
Expresses in my attic dating somewhere between
the mid-seventies through to the early nineties. If
you can come up with sensible offers contact via
the usual channels.
Gordon ‘Combover’ Robinson of Manchester
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Tuesday 13th September
Borderline, Manette Street
Dave Davis
£15

Because 'Tales From The Woods' can, for the
foreseeable future, only be published periodically
(the next issue will be out around Christmas)
special newsletters will be published and flyers
posted keeping you all up to date with the latest
developments.

Wednesday 14th September
Forum, Kentish Town
Hayseed Dixie
£14
Wednesday 14th September
100 Club, Oxford Street
Pest
£7

Congratulations go out to 'Tales From The
Woods' very own Mr Angry a.k.a. John Howard
who has bravely thrown in his day job to put his
Rock'n'Roll money where his mouth is and has
bought ‘UK Rock’ magazine (formerly ‘Southern
And Rocking’). John is now the owner and editor
of this monthly glossy so we here at the editorial
board respectfully suggest all you wonderful loyal
subscribers to 'TFTW' dig deep into your pockets
and part with a little hard earned cash to give John
as much support as possible with his venture.
(Free plug on page 38)

Thursday 15th September
Underworld, Camden Town
Mick Harvey
£15
Friday 16th September
100 Club, Oxford Street
Chas & Dave
£18.50
Friday 16th September
Borderline, Manette Street
Ansley Lister
£12.50

That’s all folks. See you next when Rudolph is
around.

Saturday 17th September
Jack Beards, Tooting Broadway
Boccigalupe and the Badboys £8

Keith Woods
Sunday 4th September
Forum, Kentish Town
Toots and the Maytals
£20

Saturday/Sunday 17/18th September
Hammersmith Apollo
Alison Kraus and Union Station £22.50

Monday 5th September
Borderline, Manette Street
Steve Forbert
£12

Monday - Wednesday 19th-21st September
Hammersmith Apollo
Stereophonics
£27.50

Tuesday 6th September
Scala, Kings Cross
My Morning Jacket
£12

Tuesday 20th September
Islington Academy
Laura Cantrell
£13.50

Wednesday 7th September
Cabot Hall, Canary Wharf
Elkie Brooks
£15

Thursday 22nd September
Brixton Academy
Super Furry Animals
£17.50

Friday 9th September
100 Club, Oxford Street
The Selecter
£12.50

Friday 23rd September
100 Club, Oxford Street
The Count Bishops
£12.50

Sunday 11th September
Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club, Soho
Yat-Kha
£12

Friday 23rd September
Borderline, Manette Street
The Pirates
£15

Monday 12th September
Borderline, Manette Street
Americana Night with Jeff Finlin Band
and Rod Picott, Kris Delmhorst
£14

Friday 23rd September
Forum, Kentish Town
Average White Band
£15
Saturday 24th September
Jack Beards, Tooting Broadway
Otis Grand’s Big Blues Band
£10
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Saturday 24th September
UCL, Bloomsbury
The Blues Band
£17.50

Thursday 29th September
Borderline, Manette Street
Bluegrass Night with Chatham County Line
Jim Jenny and the Pinetops
£12.50

Saturday 24th September
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
The Mission
£16

Thursday 29th September
Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
Sky Saxon and the Seeds
£12.50

Sunday 25th September
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Talib Kweli
£18.50

Thursday/Friday 29/30th September
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Jazz Jamaica All Stars
£16.50

Monday 26th September
Cargo, EC2
King Biscuit Time
£8.50

Friday 30th September
100 Club, Oxford Street
Charlie Gracie
£12.50

Wednesday 28th September
Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
Marianne Faithfull
£17.50

Friday 30th September
Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
John Cale

Wednesday 28th September
Barbican
Pharaoh Sanders Group
£12.50

Saturday 1st October
Islington Academy
The Undertones

Wednesday 28th September
Royal Albert Hall
Ray Davies
£23.50

£15

Monday/Tuesday 3rd/4th October
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Larry Carlton and the Sapphire Blues Band
£22.50
Tuesday 4th October
Barbican
Paco De Lucia

£30

Thursday – Saturday 6th-8th October
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry
Monday 10th October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Jon Anderson
£30
Monday 10th October
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sharon Jones and the Dapkings £17.50
Wednesday 12th October
UCL, Bloomsbury
Chas & Dave
£17.50
Thursday 13th October
Hammersmith Apollo
Supergrass
£17.50
Friday 14th October
Royal Albert Hall
Joan Armatrading

Thursday – Monday 29th Sep – 3rd October
Tel: 01522 752453 or email
hemsby@freeuk.com
www.hemsbyrocknroll.co.uk

£20

Friday 14th October
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Killing Joke
£20
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Sunday 16th October
Woodgrange, Southend-on-Sea, Essex
Houserockers

Monday 31st October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
John Prine
£25

Sunday 16th October
Royal Albert Hall
Hugh Masekela – The Chieftans – Chucko
Valdez – Steve Harley
£50

Tuesday 1st November
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Echo and the Bunnymen
£19.50
Tuesday/Wednesday 1st/2nd November
Islington Academy
The Fall
£13

Monday 17th October
Barbican
King Wasiu Ayinde
£12.50

Saturday/Sunday 5/6th November
Royal Albert Hall
Four Tops and Temptations £22.50

Tuesday 18th October
100 Club, Oxford Street
The Blockheads
£18.50

Saturday/Sunday 5/6th November
Hammersmith Apollo
The White Stripes

Thursday 20th October
Academy, Brixton
The Coral
£16.50

Sunday 6th November
Wembley Arena Pavilion
Alice Cooper
£20

Saturday/Sunday 22nd/23rd October
UCL, Bloomsbury
The Zombies
£13

Tuesday/Wednesday 8/9th November
Alexandra Palace
The White Stripes

Sunday 23rd October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Joan Hiatt
£19.50

Wednesday/Thursday 9/10th November
Hammersmith Apollo
Tracy Chapman
£32.50

Tuesday 25th October
Barbican
Al Stewart
£23.50

Thursday 10th November
Jazz Café, Camden Town
The Skatalites

Wednesday 26th October
Hammersmith Palais
The Dandy Warhols
£16

Thursday/Friday 10/11th November
100 Club, Oxford Street
Roger Chapman and the Shortlist £17.50

Wednesday 26th October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Kate & Anna McGarrigle
£20
Friday 28th October
Royal Albert Hall
The Hollies

£20

Friday 11th November
Academy, Brixton
Billy Idol

£27.50

£20

Friday 28th October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Nils Lofgren
£20

Saturday 12th November
Wembley Arena Pavilion
Toots and the Maytals. Maxi Priest, Supercat,
Al Campbell… and more
£30

Friday/Saturday 28/29th October
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Linda Lewis
£18.50

Saturday 12th November
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Martha Wainwright
£14.50

Sunday 30th October
Erith Rock 'N' Roll Club, Erith, Kent
Houserockers
Monday 31st October
Barbican
Ibrahim Ferrer

Monday 14th November
Barbican
McCoy Tyner Trio

£25

Monday/Tuesday 14/15th November
Royal Albert Hall
Jamie Callum
£32

£22
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Saturday 19th November
Academy, Brixton
Motorhead
£25

Saturday/Sunday 26/27th November
Academy, Brixton
Ian Brown
£25

Sunday 20th November
Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club, Soho
Terry Reid
£20

Sunday 27th November
Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club, Soho
Terry Reid
£20

Sunday - Wednesday 20th - 24th November
Academy, Brixton
Bob Dylan
£35

Monday 28th November
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Maceo Parker
£20

Wednesday 23rd November
Royal Albert Hall
Blondie
£30

Tuesday 29th November
Hammersmith Apollo
Rufus Wainwright
£27.50

Wednesday 23rd November
Hammersmith Apollo
The Everly Brothers
£36.50

Wednesday/Thursday 30th Nov/1st December
Alexandra Palace
Franz Ferdinand
£23.50

Thursday 24th November
Royal Albert Hall
The Everly Brothers
£45

Thursday 1st December
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Proclaimers

£20

Friday 2nd December
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Stranglers
£23.50
Sunday 4th December
Hammersmith Palais
Robert Plant and the Strange Sensation
Monday 5th December
Alexandra Palace
Paul Weller

£25

£30

Monday - Sunday 5th - 11th December
Jazz Café, Camden Town
James Taylor Quartet (JTQ)
£15

Friday - Monday 25th - 28th November
Call Robin/Colette on 020 8566 5226

Monday 5th December
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Antony and the Johnsons

£17.50

Friday 9th December
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel

£18.50

Friday/Saturday 9/10th December
Earl’s Court
Rod Stewart
£32

Saturday 26th November
Broadway, Barking
James Taylor Funk Orchestra
£17.50

Saturday 10th December
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Saw Doctors

Friday/Saturday 25/26th November
Royal Albert Hall
Jools Holland and his Rhythm and Blues
Orchestra
£27.50

Tuesday 13th December
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Roachford
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£19.50

£20

Friday 16th December
Troubadour Club, Old Brompton Road
Albert Lee and Hogan’s Heroes
£20
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;
The next gang meet up will be on Friday
23rd September, at the Shakespeare,
Holborn, which is situated 100 metres
from Holborn Tube Station along
Kinsgway.

‘Tales from the Woods’

Be there from 18:30 hours onwards.
Depart to Chinatown for a meal at
approx. 20:15. Hope to see as many of
you as possible.

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Keith Woods






Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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